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EDITOR’S NOTE

It was an incredible honor to be a part of this compilation of brave and insightful stories. The Lilith
Magazine provides a voice for those who may otherwise feel as though no one understands their
struggles, pain and experiences. Through writing and sharing, we often discover what our life’s
events have taught us, while allowing others to know that they are not alone. Thanks to all of the
writers who submitted a piece of themselves from which we may all grow and learn. Very special
thanks to Professor Alice Goode-Elman for spear-heading such a wonderful project with passion
and sincerity.
–Elizabeth Bernhardt

ADVISOR’S NOTE

cial thanks to my colleagues in the Art department for their time and suggestions. Thanks to Faye
Lourenso of the Graphic Design program on the Eastern Campus. Thanks, as always, to my colleagues in Women’s Studies and the English department who encourage their students to submit to
Lilith. Thanks to the wonderful art students who share their work on these pages, and to the SCCC
students who think critically about the ways gender shapes their experience and write with courage
and candor.

E-mail submissions to: Lilith@sunysuffolk.edu.
Students are welcome to meetings on Wednesdays: 11-12 in Southampton Building H-122
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We’re All ‘All Right:’ The Cultural and Personal Impact of Feminism Angela Slawski
Lynn Buck Women’s Studies Scholarship: Winning Essay 2012

If you ask most women, they really don’t have it that
bad. They can go to college; they are allowed to vote, own property, and so on. What’s all the fuss from feminists about if they
are allowed all of these things? I have been asked these questions on more than one occasion, and more often by women than
by men. It speaks volumes about how far feminism has come if
a woman can take for granted the rights that early feminists have
secured for her. It also speaks volumes about how far feminism
has yet to go.
My boyfriend is a feminist, but not if you ask him. Early
in our relationship, I told him I’m not interested in him treating
me “like a girl;” that if we weren’t doing things equally, the
relationship would be unfair. He agreed enthusiastically and was
Valentine’s Day, meals constantly paid for by him, and so on.
When the F-word comes out, however,
he recoils. “Feminists are crazy,” he
says. “They scream about men being
pigs, don’t they? That attitude, the
‘women are better than men’ attitude,
the way they always have to talk about
womb-envy... it’s too much. I’m all for
equality, but feminism is too much.” My
mon misconceptions of modern Amersomehow negatively affect men, and
that the extreme is the majority. A woman who seriously believes that a division
between genders is conducive to society
is not a feminist. While my boyfriend
may not oppose gender equality, he
“opposes” feminism on a false pretense;
feminists are presented by those that

Adria Sanchez

This is what is heard over the voices demanding equality, even
by those with the best intentions.
This is not a new mistake, but consider what the women
sympathetic and indifferent audience... the list goes on. Nevertheless, here I am, over one hundred years later, allowed to own
property, sign checks, leave the home unaccompanied. Life as a
married woman would not be a crippling disadvantage for me;
the law does not treat me like I am mentally ill or as though I am
a child. In the late nineteenth century, the passage of the Married
Women’s Property Acts ensured that married American women could make decisions for themselves regarding their own
property. Something women take for granted today was a mere
dream just over one lifetime ago.
Less than a lifetime ago, my grandmother was a child
in a Greek Orthodox family. Her brother, two years her senior,
had been left back a year in school while she was moved up
one. While a modern family would feel pride that any of their
children was academically successful, my grandmother’s parents
felt shame that their younger female child outshone their eldest
son. This was the 1940’s, which was only sixty years ago. My

grandmother had to endlessly beg her parents to let her go to college, and she had to work two jobs to afford the business classes
she took. In stark contrast to my grandmother’s situation, I’d
be a disappointment if I didn’t take college courses, and I have
been encouraged all of my life to pursue any career I wanted.
Thanks to the third wave of feminism, I can take college courses
on Women’s History. In the episode “Stolen Car” of That 70’s
persuade her husband to let her take courses on feminism. The
episode aired in 1999, and Midge’s husband’s response (anger,
allowed to take a class,’ the viewer is supposed to think. ‘How
stupid of her husband to disagree.’ The show isn’t all that great,
tion of the average person’s feelings about women’s rights.
That isn’t to say that all of America
sees reason in equal rights for women.
I presently work at a gas station, and I
meet a variety of different people every
day. The tremendous number of people
who pass through the gas station ensures
that I hear a variety of opinions on many
different topics. My personal favorites
are the men who complain to my male
coworker about manipulative women. I
enjoy hearing men with terrible grammar, manners, and hygiene speculate that
women aren’t attracted to them because
married,” one man told me, his two
forty-ounce bottles of beer clanking
against one another as he backed out
of the store. “If you get married, you’ll
make that man miserable someday.
All women know how to do is take.” Objectifying the female
workers seems to be a common hobby at the gas station as well;
his son thinks I’m “hot.” I’d never had a conversation with the
man’s son beyond ringing him up for cigarettes, yet he had told
his father to ask me if I “wanted to hang out sometime.” It was
as though they both believed that all I needed was to be told I’m
attractive to be interested in the guy, and it was fairly offensive.

A woman who seriously believes that a
division between genders is conducive to
society is not a feminist.
No matter what is left to be desired, the fact remains that
the women who got the ball rolling did the impossible all on
their own, in the face of a government that refused to acknowledge them as persons. To say that women have it “all right”
would be ignorant and disrespectful to the ones who worked
the point where it could be perceived as “all right.” Life has certainly changed positively for women within the last decade and a
half, and at this rate one can expect that things will only improve
as feminist efforts continue to push forward.

1 Sandra Emmachild, April 10, 2012.
2 Susan Cary Nicholas, Alice M. Price, and Rachel Rubin,
3 That 70’s Show: Season 1, Episode 14, <
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The Shape of My Gender Christiane Molina
I am not an ordinary woman; I have been reminded time
and again, by the sound of many voices and the numerous visual
images that sought to guide me on my journey, that I am not an
ordinary woman. It would appear that I am an anomaly, based on
the judgments passed by raised eyebrows and muttered words of
disgust.
I am biologically female. I am physically, as much a
woman as the next. I have the parts and have experienced the
longer sit perched, menstrual cramps that make me wish Eve had
eaten more of that damned apple out of spite. I’ve gotten pregnant, lost pregnancies, given birth to two beauties and built an
existence with a strength and resolve that I am proud to attribute
to my Mama. I have a compassionate heart with a need to heal,
woman. However, that is not all that I am.

I am grateful to have the love of a
human being that can love my parts as
much as my processes.

one morning told my then girlfriend that looking feminine made
it impossible to look in a mirror, that I was tired of living in drag.
She left me; she wanted a woman, not this “in-between thing” that
I had become. I packed her things, then packed all of my clothes
and gave them away. I took what money I had, got my head
shaved down, went to Old Navy, cleaned out the men’s clearance
section and went on with my life.
Over time, I left my job in the corporate world of high
end cosmetics. I still love make-up; always will, just not on me.
Little by little, upper management grew uncomfortable with my
masculine appearance and though they would not acknowledge
it they found a way to buy me out of my employment contract.
I found it particularly interesting that they replaced me with an
incredibly effeminate man. I no longer embodied the feminine air
did.

Restrooms are a grey area, more often than not I am ased. It usually takes a moment for them to register that my breasts
are not poorly distributed belly fat, but rather the same parts they
have. Sometimes even after that, I am treated as the oddity that is
to them, terribly out of place.
Today, I am completely whole human. My gender is still
denoted by an “F” on my license. My body has retained all of its
female parts, save for a rogue ovary. My physical self will remain
as is. Outwardly, I look masculine, dressing in men’s clothing,

I was born on a crisp, cold day in November of 1975. My
mother chose my name out of love for the sound that echoed her
very Roman Catholic love for Christ. She thought I might be a
boy, but decided either way she would call me Christian. When
I arrived in my tiny, feminine shape, she added an “e” to accentuate that fact. “French feminine form”, she would remind, but
pronounce it without the “e” all the same. Heaven forbid anyone
should assume I was a boy, heaven forbid. My family took to great comfort in not appearing female, even though I am comfortcalling me Chrissy and soon enough I was swept into a sea of able with that gender proclamation. I live in the middle ground,
pigtails, Barbie dolls and dresses. I didn’t mind those things, alsomewhere between
two sexes. I identify
was what the other girls did, always thinking of how ridiculous I
as homosexual, haplooked in those girly threads. When no one was looking, I’d lose
pily. I love women, I
myself in my father’s work boots and get lost in a sea of shovels
love my woman and
and dirt and treasure maps. I was sure that soil was meant for skin
she unabashedly loves
as much as my mother believed that mascara was meant for her
me. I am grateful to
lashes. I grew up this way, one foot in my world and one foot in
have the love of a hutheirs, the girl with the boy’s name, occupying a mental space that
man being that can
love my parts as much
as my processes. She
My teenage years were quite heavy. I found myself vacreminds me of who I
illating between norms for both boys and girls, trying to discern
was and give me reason to rejoice in who
I am. A human being
that lives, contently, in
juice with me at snack time. I felt in love every time I blinked,
the grey area of gender
and when I tried to sharpen my focus, it became obvious to me
identity I am a bit like
that the male anatomy did absolutely nothing for me. I didn’t
my mother, a little bit
envy it for myself, but I also wanted nothing to do with it in the
like my father. I build
sexual sense.
things and embrace
I wandered through those years struggling to conform,
technology. I am mowhich eventually led to me coming out as a lesbian to the free
nogamous but sexualworld. That process, quickly murdered my dreams of freedom, James Johnston
and with great heartache from the separation of my family and
myself, I agreed to live in “drag” as an obvious woman and to and consider Windex to be juice from the Goddesses. I run from
try and lead a normal life by societal standards, covered in lip anything winged but would easily slay a dragon for my beloveds.
gloss, straight life. I resolved to this, followed the “natural” path, I can lift heavy things and don’t mind doing it. I see where my
married, went through traumatically painful losses of self, losses biological sex and of all those who walk that road with me, but I
of pregnancy, and ultimately, loss of family again when at 26, I
eventually gave up the drag, immediately gave up the marriage,
I am not an ordinary woman. No, I am much, much more
and gave in to who I really am.
than that.
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Finding My Sexuality Melissa Maurer
I have not always known I was queer. When I was
growing up, I just assumed that I was straight because that
is what I thought I was supposed to be. I thought I was supposed to have crushes on boys, so I did. I did not deviate
from what my sexual orientation was expected to be because I had no reason to since at the time I didn’t even know
that girls could like girls and that boys could like boys. I
had no idea that some people felt that way because I had
never seen someone who did. It was not until I got older
that I began to understand that heterosexuality was not the
only sexuality and that my sexuality might not be what I
thought it was.
I did not begin to question my sexuality until high
school. I was not questioning my sexuality then because
I had new feelings; I was questioning the feelings that had
always been there inside of me but had been pushed aside
and rationalized in order to maintain my straightness. I
was starting to see that when I thought of a woman as pretty, I wasn’t just making an observation about the way she

deal with the negative stigma and how it portrays bisexuals
to be greedy people who want both sexes at once, when that
isn’t really the case and wasn’t the case with me. I didn’t
like how it seemed that many bisexual people are forced to
choose which sex they like more by the people in their lives.

I realized then that I like both men and
women and that it was okay to like both.
I also thought about identifying myself as a pansexual perhow broad it was and how it seemed to erase gender and
sex when it comes to attraction when I took those things
a queer person because of how ambiguous the term was. I
liked how being queer doesn’t box you into one sexuality,
but instead is all encompassing of the LGBTQ community
and it lets you be what you are without putting a label on it
letting everyone know exactly what your sexuality is, like
the other terms for sexuality do.
ality, I still go though my daily life under the guise that I am
straight, I don’t do this because I’m ashamed of my sexuality; I do this because it’s much easier to have people assume
that I am straight than to have to explain to every person that
I meet that I am queer and what my being queer means.

Samantha Tyburski

looked; I was attracted to her in the same way that I was
attracted to a man. I realized then that I like both men and
women and that it was okay to like both.
Just because I made this realization doesn’t mean
that I know how I should classify myself. I could be a bisexual or a pansexual or whatever other term that can be
used to describe someone who loves more than one sex or
gender. I grappled with the idea of identifying as bisexual
for a long time because it seemed like the one most like
how I saw my sexuality. However, I soon rejected that term

4
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Gay Marriage Rosolino Gould
Some people say that marriage is between one man
and one woman. I do not agree with those people. I really
don’t see what all of the fuss is about. I think it is hard to
put yourself in someone else’s shoes, but it is necessary for
all people to try. If everyone did, and stopped stubbornly
pursuing their own agendas the world would be much better
off.
When I think about it, it just seems absurd to me that
anyone would care about, let alone be steadfastly against
the marriage between two men and two women. I am gay
and I want to get married. Of course I do. We live in a country where marriage is an integral part of the society. Being
in a long, committed relationship and not being married is
like living on Long Island without a driver’s license; it’s
possible , but a pain in the ass. I want to get married for the
same reasons any heterosexual person does. I want that special bond that only marriage forms, that says, you are mind
and I am yours. I want legal ties to my partner that gives
him say in my personal affairs. I want recognition of the
strength of our relationship. I want legal bindings that will
protect us and our children. Aren’t those the reasons people
get married? They are the reasons I will.

I am gay and I want to get married. Of
course I do.

Michael Demarco

I know many people argue against gay marriage
based on religious beliefs. I am taking a Literature of the Bible class and have thus far found no direct evidence against
gay marriage in the Bible. Even if there is some scrap of
evidence against gay marriage or even homosexuality as
a whole, I think we need to remember that the Bible was
written not by God but by men, --men who also had many
other prejudices that we have since discounted. So why do
we hold on to this one? I think it is fear. Fear that God will
judge them for condoning the practice but Jesus says, “Why
do you look at the speck of sawdust in your brother’s eye
and pay no attention to th plank in your own eye?” I’m pretty sure God does not want us to judge each other.
Fear that homosexuals somehow lure heterosexuals into
their devious ways. While I must admit there seems to be
more and more gay people around as time goes on, I am
certain that this is because the issue of homosexuality is becoming more accepted and people feel safe to come out. I
assure you gay people do not try to corrupt any heterosexual. At least not any I know.
I really hope that things continue to get better for gay
men and women homosexuals we well as African Ameriold stigmas and prejudices; everyone needs a chance at a
fair shot. I am gay and I want to get married. Of course I do.
Wouldn’t you?

Lilith2013
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A Glance at the Transgender Community Elizabeth Bernhardt
There is a great debate among “traditional people”
as to whether being transgender is a choice or a response to
a “glitch” that takes place during fetal development. These
are the perceptions of people who see the transgender community as deranged, rather than individuals with different
traits. Trans sometimes feel that they are trapped in the
wrong body of the wrong sex, others feel that while their
anatomy is not “wrong” for them, it limits their freedom to
act in ways that society deems contradictory to their physical sex. Some are quite content with their given body but
view gender as a complete state of mind like being a punk
rocker, skater or jock. In the end, for trans people, the question Is why do our parts get to dictate our preferences and
behavior? The answer; society has done this to all of us.
Transgendered people suffer many forms of discrimination. For many years it has been treated as a mental
disease and is listed as “Gender Identity Disorder” in the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 4th Edition. In the 1950’s
and 60’s it was treated with electro shock therapy and drug
detention. More commonly in recent years, trans are mistreated for being “freaks” and sexual deviants. Transgender
has so much less to do with sex than with being comfortable
in your skin; moreover, society’s ability to accept you as
you see yourself, not how they see you. By and large, it is

tive surgeries, which are not usually covered by insurance.
The problems continue to spiral and further exacerbate their

Transgender has so much less to do with sex
than with being comfortable in your skin
difference that may explain the varying mindsets but the
research is underfunded. Often, the studies conducted are
sumes the researcher is linked to the trans community and
one of the largest known studies conducted, Professor Vin-

outwardly support such a social taboo. This leads to ex(
cessive poverty and further thwarts efforts to have correc- standingTrans.pdf
This is only one of several studies that have linked
genetics to transgender tendencies. In the infant stages of
research there were theories that it is caused by an excess
of sex hormones to the fetus. As genetic indicators come to
not enough science to fully support that gender perception
is developed in utero but there are arguments to validate its
merit and may one day be a more widely accepted perspective.
throughout history. While discrimination remains alive and
well, so does enlightenment. Over time, I hope that we
can learn what is most essential; we are all human beings.
Shouldn’t that be what matters the most?

Lamia Fahem
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When the World Says Give Up Hope Summers
abuse ends until the next time. It’s the words that just no
matter how hard I try don’t go away. The emotional abuse is
My parents have tried to kill me, I have been pregnant by my dad more times than I will ever know and yes
I tried to reach out many times, …nobody took the time to
at myself in the mirror. To do this day I cannot remember
what exactly happened the days leading up to my departure
Lynn Mari
Ever since I can I remember I was abused by my
parents. They both abused me physically, emotionally and
sexually. Often I kept I would silently hint and lie, say that
my father solely sexually abused me or simply not say anything at all. Who wants to believe that the person that gave
birth to me would do such a thing? I certainly didn’t. My
earliest memory is from the age of three. The abuse lasted until the age of nineteen. My goal in writing my story,
opening my deepest wounds and sharing my pain is NOT to

spots. I have been diagnosed with Post – Traumatic –Stressso many times because it’s the love I know. Others often
do not understand the complexity of my situation but, I’m
slowly learning it’s ok, I’m going to heal at my pace and I
do not need others’ understanding to heal me. I know what
I went through, no one else does.

If someone reading this is experiencing
abuse of any kind, know that
you are not alone.

My whole family does not believe me about my past
time I hope if someone reading this is experiencing abuse and has turned their backs on me. Often I feel alone on this
of any kind, know that you are not alone. I know it will be a journey and many days I feel like I spend most of it crying. I
always remind myself withbut please reach out for help.
out suffering in the world,
The memories of the
we would not experience
abuse are engraved in me like
compassion. I keep going
a movie that is on permanent
on even if that means taking
replay. From the forced sexeach day second by second.
ual acts many times a day, or
I am a survivor and remind
accidentally spilling a glass
myself everyday “When
of juice and getting hit so
the world says give up, hope
says try it one more time.”
be engraved in my behind.
The next day in school it was
so painful to sit at my desk
smiling doing my work. My
purposelessly in the doors so
much that the joints in them
are permanently damaged.
All along I thought this was
ok. I grew up thinking that
my mom was right in saying
I was an “ugly bitch” and my
father saying I was “lucky
he kept me alive.” Out of the
all the abuse that I have experienced it is the emotional
abuse that hurts. The bruises
eventually fade. The sexual

Lilith2013
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The Tight Black Pencil Skirt Jillian Weiss
It was a beautiful brisk morning. Not yet light out as I got going to grab me from behind again”. If he attacked me again I
off the subway and headed my normal route to work. The streets
of Manhattan were quite and I welcomed this time to appreciate miliated me. I wanted to put my hands around his neck and watch
the city and to be alone with my thoughts. I was wearing my work
thought. He turned back around and quickly disappeared into the
I liked the way I looked in my uniform, the way it hugged my dark. I looked down at my hands. I still clutched the now broken
cigarette. I dropped it and tears began to stream down my hot face.
My legs felt like rubber as I resumed my walk to work
Better to be safe than sorry I thought to
which was no longer familiar to me. I felt lost. When I arrived
myself as I glanced back at the security
at work my coworker seeing my tear stained face asked me what

guard in the pharmacy.

that she too had experienced an attack but under different circumstances. “Please don’t tell anyone” she said as she looked down
at the ground in shame and nothing more was said. She had done
nothing wrong. It wasn’t her fault, or was it? Was it my fault? Did
I somehow cause my attack as well? I waited till the next person
came into work and I called my boss, told him what happened and
asked to go home.
It was light out now and people were all over the street going through their familiar routine on the way to work. This routine
peeked out the door. Coast was clear, no one in sight. Better to be would never be familiar to me again. As I walked back to the subsafe than sorry I thought to myself as I glanced back at the securi- way I could not help looking over my shoulder every few seconds
and stopping on the sidewalk, turning around
ty guard in the pharmacy.
when I heard footsteps behind me.
I continued walking
and I began to feel silly for
being frightened but I had
er. I have never felt so dirty in my life. The
that feeling in my stomach
next day I called my boss and told him I could
that something was wrong.
no longer open the store and asked for a later
I lit a cigarette. Just three
shift. He said no that he needed me to open.
more blocks till I reached
me or maybe he didn’t care. Did he think
the safety of my workplace
it was my fault too? I began to feel sick to
where I could lock myself
my stomach as I thought about the risk I was
inside with one of my cotaking every morning traveling alone in the
workers and begin my day.
I heard footsteps again movthought about my coworker stumbling along
ing fast toward me. Too fast
in the dark, prey waiting for a predator to atto react. Within seconds he
tack.
I quit my job. I cut my long beautiful
grabbed me. His hands went
red hair. I threw away that tight black pencil
up my skirt and fumbled
skirt.
over my breasts. I smelled
the alcohol on his breath.
I remember the look in his
eyes. They were glazed
I was alone in my travels or so I thought. I remember noticing a man get off the subway with me but I was not worried.
ing to worry about. The man went the other way when he got out
of the subway but now a block and a half away from the station
he was walking behind me. I could hear his footsteps. I decided
to stop in a DuaneRead pharmacy as it was one of the only places

in them. He was strong.
Stronger than I would have
thought for his size. I felt my
body tense up and prepare to

Megan Soler

a crawl as my mind continued to race. Is he going to rape me? Is
he going to try to drag me into an alley and kill me? I continued
to struggle with him. It all seemed unreal, like I was watching a
CSI episode. I realized I still had the cigarette in my hand and I
reached up and put it in his eye. He released me in shock and I
started to walk away fast. He turned and began to walk the other
way. I kept looking over my shoulder and realized that he
had started to walk towards me again. My body still shaking, I

8
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From The Little I Know Anonymous
ready exhausted? Exposing my undeveloped ideas to others is
frightening; I barely understand them myself. What do I know?
What insight could I possibly offer? I have concluded that a shallow analysis of my experiences can only serve to further an elementary understanding of myself, and relevant issues.
Alone for the majority of my childhood, I spent my time
with books and schoolwork, not this woman with
the title of mother. I can
see so much of my mother
in me; I have inherited all
her weakness. I want to rip
and extract that portion of
her from inside me—to
purge myself. I don’t know
why I am still so much like
her. Submission and passivity guide my actions,
my knees buckle at the

I might not actually deserve them. I was tired of being a victim.
But I do not condone violence (even if a hundred pound
ed. What could justify violence? Is there ever truly a situation in
which violence is the only option? Perhaps not, but it may be the
strongest message, or quickest method. Is violence an acceptable
route to achieve liberation if the oppressor will allow little other
alternatives? Liberation from established institutions are not as
easily negotiated with as with a single person. Alternatives of
immediate emancipation are not as readily available as in a relasomething such as government permeates my life. I feel violence
to be wrong in an instance such as a relationship (there are always
impermanence and localization.

hurt people emotionally, knowing they wouldn’t leave me. This
er in the relationship. But my positions did not justify this. My
own violent retaliation occurred only on a very few occasions out
of self-defense. After that I found myself lured back to the ease
becomes an enemy when of expressing myself with strikes and slaps. Outside of self-dequestioned, and my person
crumbles when my emo- or downplayed because of comparison with what I experienced. I
tions tighten their grasp on am a victim and perpetrator of domestic abuse.
Nicole Wachter
me. My father’s absences completed the total lack of competent
I have never experienced a supportive or loving relationship with another female. It has left me lost as to what it means
to be a person and open to any outside source that wanted to tell

I was forced to admit I was a person,
and not only was I sick of these feelings, I
might not actually deserve them.
I was tired of being a victim.

claims suggesting I know anything about life, but I feel this has
The common view on domestic abuse I observe is that of
led me to make twice as many mistakes while learning half as women as always being seen as the victims, and male victims are
viewed as pathetic or impervious to any real damage. My retaliacould pull from a movie. But it was short-lived, destroyed by sex- tion is that I think it is an issue of the family structure, or a human
ual comments and a suggestion for a relationship of a different rights issue, not just a women’s issue. Statistics for 2003 and
nature. I am not sure, but I feel as if my experiences with men 2007 from the Ministry of Justice found that hostile offenses for
and women have created distorted schemas. I am just now asking men and women in 2000 and 2005, respectively, were practically
what it means to be a woman, and how I exist in relation to others.
Even with all the books my mother left with me in her between 2005 and 2009 forty percent of domestic violence was
words that I attempt to navigate with feel awkward and wrong. study in which they found female violence was as common as
Situations are surfaces on which my words slip and bounce off.
the keys of the piano, but I can’t quite play a song.
I allowed these things to make me into more of a dog than an aggregate sample size exceeding 365,000. It showed women
a person. I found myself in abusive relationships of every type, were as physically aggressive, or more aggressive, than men.
one after the other, which engendered feelings of powerlessness (Martin S. Fiebert, “References Examining Assaults by Women
and self-hatred, insults, accusations, and put downs, bruises and
the deprivation of oxygen. These constant assaults over years,
tual spread of abuse, but they represent an actual trend that occurs.
to manifest. Eventually, evolving frustration and anger built up
I know this is not a new idea, but it is an issue that I cannot pretend I am not a part of. My life is all I have to work with,
to articulate in words. Retaliation requires some recognition of to hold and turn in my hands and examine, before my education
inequality. I found a self that I had not met before in those acts of gives me more tools. I have little to work with now, and these
shallow tangents about myself, things like violence, and current
to admit I was a person, and not only was I sick of these feelings, views on them, are some sort of a start to understanding.
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Coming Out in High School Paul Valvo
As times have progressed, boys in high school are
Coming out in high school is not an easy task for any boy at

After about a week of spending most of my time with
my girlfriend and her group, one of my friends approached
me after our lunch period with a shameful expression on his
face. He said to me that he felt bad about how everyone had
treated me for the simple reason of defending a friend, the
same thing any of them would do for each other. He offered
to help me talk to our group of friends and remind them
that Nick was a person just like any other kid in the school.
Slowly, one by one I had the same conversation with my

came along with it.
My junior year of high school, I was dating a sophomore for a few months and we became very close. Being
in separate grades, we had different groups of friends that
we liked to spend time with. As the months went on we became close with each other’s groups of friends, but would
never combine groups. One of her closest friends was Nick,
I wouldn’t say we were the “cool” group of the
a boy she went to elementary school with. He recently had school, but we had some decent pull in student society. So
and I both had absolutely no problem with it and went on combining our groups, everyone realized Nick was just anbeing good friends, as usual. If only everyone had been as other kid with a different point of view, and from then on, he
accepting.
practically had an army behind him for support. In the halls
he got hellos, and hugs and kisses from the girls; he was a

gay and then made it public. If only
everyone had been as accepting

just a kid with plenty of friends in a school that had tried
to cast him out. All thanks to my girlfriend, who did one
The day that Nick came out to his own group of of the best things she could at the beginning of all this, by
convincing me Nick was just like everyone else.
left the party, some had looks of shock on their face, others
came up and gave him a hug. It was obviously extremely but I now know it was utterly arrogant, and that discriminahard for him but my girlfriend and I were supportive of him tion because of someone’s sexuality is a disgrace.
the whole way. The kids with shock on their
faces continued on with the party but you
could tell their view towards him was tainted. I was impressed with his courage and the
way he walked through the halls of school the
next week with his head up. After a few days
of whispering and pointing, their group of
friends had come together to support him for
who he was. It was extremely comforting to
tance. Nick was tremendously relieved. Now
for the hard part-- explaining it to my own
friends who had obviously heard the chatter
in the halls.
Lunchtime was the best time to explain to my friends what had ensued with my
girlfriend and her friends. As I got through the
story, I began to see the glares and looks of
disapproval in most of their faces. It started to Chris Malczewski
anger me because I thought,
Before I knew it I found myself raising my voice to them in defense of this boy who had more
courage than I had ever seen from any of them. Then I distanced myself from them and for awhile things were tense
between me and my friends. To my surprise I didn’t care
what my friends thought because I knew they were wrong.
There was no reason to treat Nick as an outcast; he was simply expressing who he was and how he felt.
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My Tap-Dancing Life Gabriel Mahr
one brother you tend to bond well with your only brother.
No matter how close you two may be though it is impossible to block out all of your sisters. At least that’s what I
told myself when I was fourteen and decided to take a tap
dancing class. I had always enjoyed watching others dance
and thought that perhaps I would enjoy dancing myself, but
getting up the courage to take a dance class is not that easy
for a teenage guy. When my sister, Danielle, got a scholarship to take a jazz class and a tap class I asked my mom if I
could take tap as well.
because there was no actual dancing taking part, just introduction to the instructor, school owner, and going over what
we’d need for the class. All the girls were older than me
and thought it strange a guy was taking a class with them,
especially an eighth grader when they were in high school.
if I was sure I wanted to take a tap dance class and suggested I consider switching to something more useful for a guy.
before. I had seen sitcom’s where people did things like that
towards women in things like sports but never thought it
would happen to a guy, especially me. It seemed as though
these people really did not want me to be in their class. To
this day I still don’t understand what the big deal was, it was
one tap dance class.
When I returned the next week murmurs spread
through the group, as the girls were amazed I came back.
The next twelve weeks were spent tripping over my own
feet trying to become familiar with tap dancing I started
out pretty rough having trouble taking my own eyes off my
feet long enough to see where I was going. By the end
of the class I had progressed passed every other girl, even
my sister who was attending the class on scholarship. The
school owner was so impressed with me that she actually
offered me a scholarship to continue on in a more advanced
class with fewer students, something that I never thought I
would be offered. Clearly, these girls thought that as a guy I
had no chance to be a better dancer then them, yet in twelve
weeks I was able to progress past all of them in tap.

Mark Juarez

something you can’t control it makes you feel horrible, as if
you were made to be a failure. Whether it’s something you
decide or something you are born with it’s still a damaging
experience to others. Men and women each have the ability
to do things as well as the opposite. When they start taking
the opportunity to try things set for others maybe more people will see that.

When there is an assumption made towards
you based on something you can’t control it
makes you feel horrible, as if you were
made to be a failure.
After experiencing a situation where I was singled
out based on my own gender it was easy to see the problems
with how people make snap judgments of others. As time
goes on its only going to get worse if people don’t change
their actions towards other people based on stereotypes.
When there is an assumption made towards you based on
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Women in Wrestling Frank Williams III
careful. I really didn’t like her just because she wanted to
would think of is two men on a mat, battling it out, trying to wrestle, and I knew nothing about her. As the season started
take each other to the mat. What people don’t think of when I noticed that she always came to practice early and stayed
it comes to wrestling is a man and woman, or two women late. She worked hard at knowing the moves and condion the mat. The fact of the matter is, women are a very big
part of the sport of wrestling at all levels. From the ages of a senior. By mid-season she had worked herself in great
4 all the way up to full adulthood. There are even women shape and was ready for a match. I was actually proud of
her. At practices I would encourage her to go harder and
referees.
I have had multiple experiences with women in the to push herself. She was the hardest worker in the room.
sport. I wrestled for 12 years,
it was against a guy and she did
from second grade to college. To
great. She held her own but lost.
I was proud. Her journey wasn’t
ence with wrestling a girl wasn’t
over yet. She wanted to win a
a good one. I was in 3rd grade
match. So on our last match of
and I had to wrestle a girl in the
the season before she went onto
the mat I had a little pep talk with
want to wrestle her. I was afraid
her. I reminded her of how hard
I would either get embarrassed
she worked and that she probably
or hurt her. I was so nervous.
would never have the chance to
When it was time to wrestle I
do this again. I pumped her up.
went out to the mat, shook her
hand and waited for the whistle
her eyes and ice in her veins. She
to blow. The whistle blew and
won the match in classic fashion,
the next thing I knew I was on
an overtime win by one point with
my back about to get pinned. I
an escape. The crowd went wild.
remember thinking to myself I
It was like everyone knew what
can’t be getting pinned by a girl.
she wanted to do and everyone
Luckily I escaped and eventually
was so supportive. It was very
won the match. Good thing too
inspiring. She ended up going
cause my father gave me grief for
into the army, and graduated boot
getting put on my back by a girl.
camp with honors. She was and
If I would have gotten pinned by
still is well respected within our
a girl, I think my life may have Lenny Price
been different, different in so many ways. I may not have wrestling community.
In my experiences with women in wrestling I beever wrestled again, and it would have been the wrong decision. She was a very good wrestler. The girl ended up lieve that the sport is good for both male and female particwinning the junior nationals for her age group (at least that’s ipants. The sport has revolutionized so much. They even
have separate uniforms for women and men. The rules are
me feel better. This experience steered me in the wrong the same for males and females from weigh in to the end of
direction about having women in wrestling. From this time the match. There are no exceptions. To be a wrestler you
on until about 10th grade, I despised the idea of women in have to be tough both mentally and physically. It does not
wrestling.
matter if you’re a boy or girl, man or women. If you can
deal with the grueling practices and strict diet I would welcome anyone into my wrestling room.

and ice in her veins.

When my tenth grade year started my wrestling
coach told me we were going to have a girl on the wrestling
team this year. I was mad. When the season started I met
She was a little over weight and she wanted to get in shape.
Being the captain of the team I welcomed her and warned
her that it was a dangerous sport and that she should be
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How My Gender Has Affected Me Anthony Culotta
About a year ago, I took my little cousin to the mov- think the feel the same about taking a small girl in the men’s
room.
when it was over, she informed me that she had to go to
Society places a lot of emphasis on gender roles.
the bathroom. Because I am a male, I could not go into the Everywhere we are, there is someone telling us how we
ladies room with her. It was a busy Saturday, so I couldn’t should act because we are a certain gender, especially in
send her in and just wait a the door. We were at the Stony advertising. I think the media sets the roles for our society.
Brook Theater, which is huge, so there were hundreds of
see a woman drinking a beer watching a football game in a
beer commercial. This is engraved in our brains since we
are small children and I think it affects the way we see our
gender roles. I don’t think that there was anything wrong
with my babysitting my little cousin, who is a girl, and having to take her into the bathroom with me, but I think there
are people who would think differently.

Deirdre Keen

people everywhere. I was afraid of losing her. I promised
my uncle she would not be out of my sight for a second.
She was telling me she had to go and I was running out of
time, so I thought I had no choice. I had to take her in with
me to the men’s room. I covered her eyes and led her into
got some “what is he doing” looks. In the stall, I turned my
back and let her do what she had to do, covered her eyes
again, and led her out of there. I was afraid to let her even
wash her hands, which she let me know was not right. I
took her over to the water fountain and rinsed her hands off
there.

Justin O’Brien

I had to take her in with me to the
men’s room.
After I took her home, I was thinking to myself, how
many times when I was little that my mom had to take me
into the ladies room with her. It was never a big deal and
nobody ever seemed to have minded. But because I was a
man, there was a difference. No one sees a problem when
a mother takes a small boy into the ladies room, but I don’t
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The Man I Am Michael Delwey
Everyone has their own story to tell, everyone has
experiences in their lives that mold them into who they become today. Many times may be good and others may be
bad but because of the circumstances in my life, I have become the man I am. I have learned that it is what you make
of those situations and how you can change a negative into
the person you are and who you will become.
Growing up in a household without a father could
be rough but growing up in a household with an alcoholic,
drug abusing and verbally abusing stepfather could be worse
than rough. My story is long and very deep, but it made me
the man I am today, the man that I am very proud to be. In
our society, men
are supposed to
show the typical
attributes.
We
are shown to be
tough, emotionless, sports machines and can
handle anything
and everything
that came our
way if need be.
From birth, gender is demonstrated instantly.
A boy becomes
a boy through a
baby blue room,
baseballs, bas- Mark Juarez

fortable in my own house. In a way, it made me grow up
very quickly. Before I knew it we lost our house, he was
gone and my family was left with nothing but pain. I was
then forced to step up to the plate. I had to go out and play
the role of “father” to my younger brother and sister. I had
stress of my brother and sister on my shoulders, stress that a
young person at my age should not have to take. However,
at the same time, that stress made me the man I am today.
Many people say it’s easy to run from problems and
say true strength comes from deep down inside. My life
growing up was far from perfect; it was far from the life of
the average “teenage boy.” However, without my past, it
would not have molded me into the man I am today, the man
that I want my children to admire and aspire to be.

“Unentitled” Christiane Molina
As much like a song without sound
And losses without sin
I force that out but you push doubt in
With the crushing cold, that wind of words
A great division between time and place
A dark recollection of heart and face
We give to get
But lose ourselves
Fledgling wings struggle with the current
Fly right, you tell me

with their fathers. People say all of these things make you a
man one day. I had a blue room, I followed sports, I played
ball with my father; I had that baseball idol. My dad taught
me the ropes and then one day it slowly started to disappear.
My parents stopping getting along and eventually my dad
moved out and my parents got a divorce. Before I knew it,
my childhood life turned upside down and I was at a loss for
words. I was angry at my dad for leaving and mad at my
mom for pushing him out. I didn’t understand what went
wrong. But that was when my life changed and when I was
considered the “man of the house.”

I was angry at my dad for leaving and mad
at my mom for pushing him out.
Eventually, my mother met another man who she
soon married and he became my stepfather. In the beginning, things were great but then things took a turn for the
worse. He began to drink and when he drank his attitude
changed. I found myself having to deal with much anger
towards him. I had gotten to the point where I was not com-
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I shift my shape and drift away
And move through them with effortless soul and heavy heart
And reap the weight of the lessons learned
Like gold
And water and freedom and love
I move through them,
I break away the fragments
And relentless in my search
I scratch and scrape
I don’t rest my eyes
And I can’t rest my hands
So I can lay to rest
Every ghost of me left wondering
In beautiful opacity

C. Molina – 2010
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“Unentitled” Christiane Molina
When trying to piece together my ideas for this essay, I kept thinking back to the piece above, which I had provoked by his behavior, I would pretend to call immigrawritten during the early months of last year. It was a par- tion on him. Terrible, I know. I was young and all too often
ticularly unusual transitional period for me, because I was wounded and it would often work in corralling him back
towards some sort of decent behavior for a few weeks.
I had no understanding of subordination. This mysseparating myself from the last threads of my former life
assumed that it was about the intertwining of souls, but after pletely unresponsive to a man’s demands, regardless of their
all these months, have come to recognize that I might have nature, apparently broke ever, natural law he could possibly
missed my own point, that maybe in fact, it was all about identify and call upon as proof.
It is now years past our initial separation and subme, myself and I.
My life has not been simple it has been an incredible sequent divorce. L has softened a bit but retracted from
collage of great joy, admirable defeat and doses of heart- meeting any other American women He has surrounded
break heaped in between the tenderest of moments, rather himself with no one, but two separate family households,
haphazardly. I was extradited from my home at a young both women from his native country who pride themselves
age, subsequently learning the art of survival and honing the on subservience (which based on my experiences with him,
requisite skills all the while entertaining various characters
in my story along the way. Of course, there is always the happy to lend themselves to his demands. His demands, I
cause and effect factor between us and human beings that might add, have changed drastically. He is no longer a tyhas the potential to alter our course in life, but I suppose rant, no longer the bull in a china shop. He is much easier
what I would like to focus on is how my views of woman- going, far more aware of the female human condition. His
wives may not be totally aware,
hood may have affected others, how
but I tend to think my nature
those views and associated behaviors
had something to do with that
may have shaped others’ experiencthat if I had not happened; they
es.
might both be subject to his
former self, the proverbial wolf
“L”
in sheep’s clothing.
He was my husband, he was
“A”
from El Salvador. We met when I
was 17 and knew everything there
was to know in a country he could
relationship after I had come
barley conceive of understanding.
out the second time. She, much
His mother, who I did not meet unlike “L”, expected me to play
til years later, called me a commuthe role of the little woman. I
nist because I spoke without being
was still playing the feminine
prompted and preferred a backpack
role and had been seriously
to a handbag (among other “commumistaken when I thought that
a woman could better underI was profoundly expressive
stand a woman’s role in sociin his opinion; I expressed myself too
ety. She was a psychological
easily and had too many opinions. I Morgan Rumble
asked questions and dished out answers, all in my youthful landscape of polar opposite behaviors. She was a woman
exasperation of life and not wanting to miss a beat of it. I that worked very hard at performing male, what I like to
was outspoken, maybe saying too much sometimes, I em- call “hyper-masculine.” She walked masculine, she dressed
braced the belief that conversation was supposed to provoke
thought. He thought conversation was supposed to mimic a me to cook and clean and take care of her every whim. She
rehearsed script that delved into nothing deeper than recipes wanted the children out of sight and out of mind. Clearly,
her behavior wore on me quickly and the bitter end took
exchanges, weather forecasts and soccer scores.
I didn’t need help moving large objects and I never roots in our very awkward beginning.
In every way she was hyper-masculine, I was desperme pretty much like origami. I am an artist and origami is ately hyper-feminine. I constantly reminded myself how to
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sit, how to walk to move and position my arms and hands, how
to appear more delicate, how to
be a believable girl. When I shed
those layers, she was angry. It
was some sort of call to war, for
us both. She began to feminize
herself and declared that there
.
was something wrong with
What was acceptable for herself
was clearly not acceptable for
me, especially when my transition was genuine, and hers was a
preconceived attempt at holding
me back.
of my little daughters and made
sure they remained my priority.
I was very used to single parenting and never felt the need
confer on my decisions regard- S. Harmon
ing their care and well being. I managed my own home,
paid my own bills, never asked for help from her or anyone.
I bared my burdens on my own and she was frustrated by
this. She didn’t care to help; she just wanted to be recognized as some sort of savior. There was no one to save,
except maybe herself. I needed no one, I was completely
capable. I may have been worn or tired from time to time
but I never needed her. Eventually, I weeded every trace of
her right out of my garden. In the months after our breakup,
I received unsolicited reports from bored humans relaying
stories of how she was withering away from the loss of our
relationship. She told people that my independence ruined

sponsibilities that all along were mine alone. She wanted
to meet their doctors, not just hear about what they said.
She tears up, alongside me, at parent-teacher conferences
and feels true joy in the successes of our children. My children became “our” children. She understood that sharing
responsibility meant having the patience to allow me time
to accept that I didn’t have to do everything alone. I didn’t
have to bear the burdens of stress that come part and parcel
with child rearing alone. She wouldn’t despise them when
they did not behave; she would love them right through it.
She trusted me to give a little bit of my own heart to her
daughter. She let me share my art and gave me time to
- absorb her. She gave me permission to take the blame, but
less (I would not take time away from my daughter to in- also forced me to see past it.
dulge her fantastical ideal that somehow we were the only She taught me to be at peace with all of my

robbed so much joy from our three hearts, so many tainted
memories that carried her image.
Suzanne
Suzanne is my wife. She is an excellent mother to
our three daughters. She is patient with me and kind to
them. She understood the toll of being a single woman and
single parent in our modern world. Through trust, she al-

layers.

She didn’t let my understanding of my own female
self throw her off course any more than she let my masculine self compete with her. She taught me to let the softer parts of my heart come though. She taught me to be at
peace with all of my layers. She allowed all of my ghosts to
come together and reconvene in a new form. I am no longer
a composite shadow of expectations. I am recognized as
who I am, celebrated, challenged and loved.
A changed woman.

encircled my children. She understood the total responsibility I took for their behaviors, both dark and light. She
applauded my stoic composure but taught me how to break
down. I could insist and desire and be indulged. She taught
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Just Shannon Shannon Malone
One of the stereotypes of being a woman is that we
depend on our relationship and men for stability and happiness. However, for me at least, I don’t feel this need and
craving for someone to make me whole. I was in a committed relationship for four years, which only ended recently.
During those four years, there may have been blissful times
but stable? No way. I personally feel that stability can only
be found within yourself, because if you depend on someone else for your mental stability, then you’re left with nothing when they’re gone.
Admittedly, when the breakup occurred I felt the
happiness drained right out of me, and instead my heart
continued to pass me by, I felt a sense of empowerment. For
four years it was always, “Wade and Shannon” or “Shannon
duo anymore, I am just Shannon. I no longer had someone
to answer to, someone trying to control me. However, I also
didn’t have anyone telling me that they love me, or kissing
me gently, or laying with me until I fall asleep, and this is
what depresses me to this day. I miss knowing that someone was in love with me, not the stability a man brings to
the relationship.

I personally feel that stability can only be
found within yourself, because if you
depend on someone else for your mental
stability, then you’re left with nothing
when they’re gone.

Amanda Polcari

I have kept my self worth, and respect throughout this whole
ordeal, and that helps me sleep at night. Deep down I know
Sometimes I try to talk to my ex to see if any of these that I long to be with him again. I hope that one day my
feelings are mutual, but they only are to an extent. Where feelings either fade to nothing, or that he realized what he
as I miss the gentle kisses, the “I love you’s”, the cuddling, lost before it’s too late.
he misses getting laid on a daily basis. He misses my body,
not me as a person. Every other word out of his mouth had
to do with sex, to the point of utter repulsion. All he could
talk about was what he wished he could do to me, as if I’m
a sexual object built to pleasure him. My morals tell me
that I should not tolerate being spoken to like this, but my
body yearns for his sensual touch. My body tells me to have
one last night with him, whereas my mind tells me that will
only complicate things, and that I don’t need him. My mind
tells me not to give him the satisfaction of sleeping with
me when he’s the one that ended our relationship, and left
me broken. But the little girl dancing in my heart wants to
show him what he’s missing, wants him to yearn for me.
However, I’ve kept my self control. My body is a
temple and will be given only to those who deserve its beauty, and if you just dumped me after four years, you’re not
worthy. I may be lonely and sad as I lay alone at night, but
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Be Strong Tee Tiesha Rookwood
All my life I have heard be strong; be a leader not a follower. My mother would always say, “Tee you have two strikes
against you in this life already. Strike one, you are black and
strike two, you are a female.”
My mother stressed the importance of education, but
along with education she also stressed not to ever make a man
take advantage of me and to be strong even when a man would
say the sweetest things to make you believe that they love, liked
or were down for me. Even though I have heard my mother say
these things throughout my life, I can say today at the age of 20 I
know she really wanted me to apply these values once I started to
date and open myself up to the male sex.
I met him in paradise or it was very close to it. We stood
on the beach under the big shining full moon. I thought love at

I made this go on for so long I lost myself, I felt weak
and discouraged. I knew if I ever opened my mouth and told
my mother she would tell me how stupid I was and how can I let
myself be so naïve. My relations with him continued on for two
years. Within those two years I felt the most pain I would never
wish on any woman. I became pregnant; and he told me he did
not want the child. I continued to ask myself why I should get an
abortion because he says so. Why should I get it because he is
really the weak one and could not realize what a great girl he had
and should have treated her the way she deserved?

After I uttered those few words about how
much I liked him, it all went down hill.

I also thought of ways of how I could bring myself to tell
my mother I was thinking about an abortion or even tell her I was
pregnant. I had no one and I had no support. All along I was just
another notch in his belt but I was too much of a fool to realize.
I was stuck and did not know what to do. If I kept my child, I
would be ridiculed by my family and my child would not have a
months back and for some reason I felt like he was not done with father. If I aborted the baby I would feel weak and still feel like I
his ex-girlfriend when he said it, but how comfortable he made me am under his spell of doing whatever he said.
The decision about
feel, whisked all those thought
my baby had to be made and
of my being a rebound or just
I still think about the decision
some girl he was having sex
I made but I know one thing
with away. I felt good during
was clear; I had to get him out
like I was important to him.
of my life for my own sanity.
One day I fell in front of him
I had to learn that I could nevand I was so embarrassed and
er give a man my all; it will alhe told me it is okay that he did
ways have to be one hundred
not care and I should not be
percent effort on both sides.
ashamed. I could not get over
it thought and I let him know
I was embarrassed and that I
liked him so it made me feel
even worse.
After I uttered those
few words about how much I
liked him, it all went down hill.
When we would see each other
a few words were exchanged
and then he would want to do
nothing more than just have
sex. After sex, he would go to
sleep or say how tired he was. I
would just take that as my cue
to leave and he did not stop me.
Months and months of
the same thing over and over
again I realized how quickly I
feel into the roll of just being
a rebound girl. Once I said I Yuri Pires
liked him, he took that as a sign of weakness and took advantage
of my kindness and my love. It was easy for me to stick around
hoping that he would like me or tell me one day, because I just
always went back to that day under the moon when he was kind
ad seemed like he was worthy of my time.
not love, but it felt real strong like it. As I stared at him under
the moonlight I just knew this would last for a long time. I knew
what my intentions were, but his were completely different I soon
found out.
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Mere Puppet of his Production Courtney McCormack
During adolescence and the transition into young adultfriend-girlfriend relationships that are often fueled by lust rather
than love. However, such relationships are typically harmless yet
there are the rare occasions that may sometimes be detrimental
to ones well being – physically and mentally. As I entered high
school, at the age of 15, I found myself in a relationship with a
boy, Anthony, who was three years older. I was too absorbed in
the exhilaration and thrill that encompassed the start of this new
relationship to see that I was slowly being stripped of my independence, freedom and womanhood.
Mine and Anthony’s relationship
ice cream and went bowling regularly.
However, we slowly transitioned from a
social and active relationship to a more
a routine of spending countless hours at
each other’s houses – going out was no
longer an option, even if I suggested it.
Anthony, notice my youthful ignorance
and naiveté, convinced me that his age
implied that he was wise on an array of
numerous topics; friendship, love and
sex. I looked up to him, trusted him and
believed him. Little did I know at the
time that I was being taken full advantage
of. Although, I was compliant with his Lauren Ziroli
requests for a more intimate relationship, I now realize I was never given a choice, but rather was placed under his authoritative
role in determining my position in our relationship as a woman.
Due to this, our relationship heightened to a level beyond
my comfort; I feft isolated and depressed. If I simply disagreed
with him or questioned any aspect of our relationship he would
quickly get angry, screaming at me over harmless comments or
actions of mine such as talking to childhood guy friends in class.
He made me recite all my daily conversations that I had with my
peers at school and even video tape the bus ride home to assure
him that I was not talking to anyone. He diminished my ability
to perceive my intellect stating that I was a “stupid” girl. As my
girlfriends pointed out their concern, I was too afraid to say anything. Voicing their concern to him, Anthony quickly took note to
either approach them in a less tactful manner or convince me that
they were “out to break us up.” Again, I complied and distanced
myself from my closest girlfriends. As my friends addressed my
parents about their concern – they too got involved, but Anthony
convinced me that they were being parents and putting excess

I have realized that my role as a woman
does not need to lay in the hands of a man
nor do my actions need to be guided by a
man’s perception of me.

ting objects, but he began to channel his anger on to me physically. My few friends that I would minimally see would question an
evident bruise on my arm or scrape on my back, but I constantly
denied any violence to exist on Anthony’s behalf. To avoid their
questions and concerns I further distanced myself to the point
where I accepted Anthony’s abuse and truly believed that I deserved the physical pain he bestowed upon me. I thought I was a
bad girlfriend and not worthy of a relationship – a feeling that no
teenage girl should feel. I even apologized for my “incompetence
in our relationship.”
As I tunneled into a world that revolved
solely around Anthony’s existence my one
friend Alyna decided to take direct action. She
frequently got into arguments with Anthony
over his character and action towards me – yet
I sided with him rather than her, because he
had convinced me that he knew better than me
and she was to do more harm than good. Alyna strategized in many ways – clearly, her attempts were obvious. She would call me over
to dinner and then consequently drag me out
of her house to a party (perhaps, not the best
the mall with her. Slowly, I started spending
more time with her, despite Anthony’s hold on
my life.
lationship and I began to see little of her, but
she was always still there for me if needed to send a simple text
to say hello – a subtle cry for help I was sending. However, one
night I enraged Anthony by texting her while she was attending
a get-together at her boyfriend’s house to which she invited me.
Since I was never permitted to enter his house through the door, I
routinely climbed through his window. As our dispute escalated,
I went to run out the window to get away from him, but he took
it upon himself to push me from the window. I realized at that
moment that my relationship was actually not one at all, but an
issue of power control on his part – I was a mere puppet of his
production.
I quickly called Alyna to come get me because I was crying and bruised – mentally and physically. I told her about the
nature of our relationship and in time she helped me gain my conshould endure what I did. It didn’t seem to me at the time, but I
– my role in our relationship was to simply obey his authority and
not question it.
My experience taught me a lot about myself psychologically and emotionally. I have realized that my role as a woman
does not need to lay in the hands of a man nor do my actions need

ic success and my future career. Despite my character and atticontrol on my life that they were not entitled to. Fearing his an- tude being a product of my past, I believe that my independence
ger, I complied and severed relationships with my best girlfriends
was in.
and distanced myself from my family.
His anger became a more detrimental problem – it no lon-
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Societal Notions Follow Me Home Elizabeth Bernhardt
quit her retail job after their wedding. He said, “No wife of
mine is going to work.” It didn’t matter that he was going to
school at night, working full time during the day, my mother
was home with babies and there was money for anything;
he wasn’t going to concede he couldn’t comfortably do it on
that dictates this male dominated dynamic but the learned his own so they did without extras for a long time.
behavior from those who came before us as well.
My mother was far more outgoing and expressive
than my father. She was funny, bright, spontaneous and exhausting to be around for extended periods of time. However, she was also kind hearted and genuine. I take it as a
fortunately, when my family makes the comparison it is to
complain and criticize us both. My father and my brothers
could never relate to her gregarious ways. They are more
stoical and cannot bring themselves to look at me without
being reminded of her and the frustration she evoked in
them.
Society is not the only place I feel at a disadvantage for being a woman; I am inferior at home as well. We
are German by descent and many of the stigmas attached
to “being German” are applicable at our dinner table. Talk

Out of pride and tradition, my father
demanded my mother quit her retail job after
their wedding. He said, “No wife of mine is
going to work.”
Growing up, when a woman would do something
one of the men in my family didn’t like, she would immediately be dubbed, “just like mom” or “just like Carole.” I
hear that constantly from them and it hurts on several levels. It makes me feel like I have to apologize for being me.
I have no control over my likeness to her and I wouldn’t
change it if I could. I look like her, sound like her and have
many of her mannerisms. I love my mother and I don’t enjoy hearing derogatory statements made towards her simply
because she was misunderstood.
Because my father would speak down to my mother,
my brothers are no more evolved than he. This coupled with
their mommy issues and their inability to separate “woman”
Anonymous
from “mother,” has cultivated two very archaic thinkers out
My maternal grandmother was a housewife, mea- of my siblings. By default, I am on the receiving end of this
- ignorance not only out in the world but at home as well.
cy with which she ran her husband’s home. Her role was
quite literally to serve in whatever capacity she was needed.
When guests would come, her daughters were expected to
be dressed in their best, with make-up and hair in place.
My paternal grandfather expected his wife and sons to sit
and listen to him and his views, while offering none of their
own. Grandpa was 350 pounds and my father still tells stories of the endless hours my grandmother spent each day
in the kitchen, preparing her husband’s favorite meals from
scratch. Not to mention, pressing a pair of pants twice the
size of a normal man takes twice the time.
My parents were married in the mid sixties when the
world was undergoing massive social and political change.
Out of pride and tradition, my father demanded my mother
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My Girl Lauren Dahlstrom
I am constantly told by family members, “She’s a
hair, her clothes, her toys. Pretty much anything can be argued with that statement when it’s my family I’m debating
with. I myself have never been the type of girl who was too
much into fashion trends or following the typical female
stereo type. I guess, really, I don’t follow standard “mothering” technique in general most of the time. I don’t feel the
need to force the title of “princess” on my daughter Dahlia,
and she certainly shows characteristics of being a very independent and has seemed to have inherited her fathers and
my own weird sense of humor.
When I found out I was having a girl, the color association, not her sex immediately became problematic
ful sickly pink color every expectant mother of a female
sees when shopping for their bundle of joy. I opted for the
boys version of many things, the colors used, oranges, blues
piece of clothing I purchased after discovering there were
two hearts beating in my body, was covered with scenes
from a Spiderman comic book and lined in blue. The woming this for your daughter?” My mother laughed and said
she didn’t understand either. I smiled because I knew that
my little girl would be a better cooler version of her father
and I. I broke the silence by asking why clothing companies Joey Damm
don’t think girls like dinosaurs, since they only seem to ap- see her even though I really don’t get it. My aunt had asked
me once, “So what if Dahlia wants to be a cheerleader?” I
pear on clothes for boys, which no one had an answer to.
shrugged my shoulders and told her that I would much rathI want my daughter to be a strong minded
er her be a skater, but it is her choice and not mine. That
person, who does not follow, and also does I would be supportive in whatever she chooses to do, the
not feel the need to lead anyone but herself. same way I left open the door for religion.
I want my daughter to be a strong minded person,
When I was a kid, I will always remember going to who does not follow, and also does not feel the need to lead
anyone but herself. It seems too often I see little girls presleeping bag with Barbie or The Little Mermaid, my sister tending to be interested in dolls when they really want to
and I proudly informed them that The Teenage Mutant Nin- rough house with the boys or swear allegiance to anything
ja Turtles were much more fun. It was not that I had no in- that is taught to them by the teen pop stars oozing out of
terest in Barbie, I had many. Or that I was too cool for The every media source they come across. I also have noticed
Little Mermaid, I can still sing every word to every song in that many parents fear a child getting a piercing could send
that movie when my daughter and I watch it together now. them off in the wrong direction, however, they encourage
We just took to that cartoon, it was exciting. There was
keeping up with the latest trends, wearing way too much
good and bad and the characters were entertaining.
So when my family insists that I cut Dahlias hair (by make up and singing along as their favorite pop star belts
out a tune on sexual behavior that they don’t completely
have a Mohawk if they keep bothering me to cut it, it is comprehend. Girls today grow up way too fast and I think
wrong she’s a girl. My answer is usually something along
the lines of, “but she’s my girl…” I was never the type provided for them. I hope that my daughter understands
in high school that cared what others thought, friends with that intelligence is far more beautiful than someone who
anyone in any clique that was not a self centered jerk, but I baked themselves for hours in a tanning salon. If my daughhave always felt a senseless effort was given in cheerlead- ter happens to be the opposite of who I was at her age, that
is okay with me, as long at it is genuine.
ing. My nine year old cousin does cheering and I go
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Fighting for Her Life Lisa Hoogsteden
Growing up many could say I lived a privileged life.
I grew up in a nice home with both of my parents who loved
me tremendously. My mother always stayed home with
my brother and I, while my father went off to work each

instead of her always being there for us. The grim change
impacted my life completely. I now felt guilty asking for
help, thinking to myself she had enough to handle. I felt I
must never argue or refuse anything she asked of me, fearing regret later in the future. One look into her sad eyes and
my emotions would take the best of me. Never wanting to
show her the real pain I was going through I would hide it
and keep it to myself. I soon realized I couldn’t keep forcing back the questions that ran vividly through my mind.
Though sometimes my fear would get the best of me I had
to be strong for her. I had to give her the same support she
has dedicated to me throughout my entire life. I began to

She would always take care of the cooking, cleaning, and
of course taking care of me and my brother. This could be
considered the “standard” of how a family should be. In
earlier times the wife would always stay at home taking care
of the house and kids, while the husband went off to work
to support the family. Everything pretty much ran smoothly throughout my entire life. I never felt the gender roles
which my parents took on affected the way I viewed men
and women in society. However, others who may look at and stopped fearing what the future may bring.
my life may believe something different. Everyone has a
different outlook on the way gender roles affect society.
For nineteen years this has been the routine of my
life. However, recently the routine of my life has been completely uprooted. Two months ago my mother was diagnosed with cancer. Something I could never have imagined
During this time my dad began to step up and change
happening. The woman who I knew my entire life slowly
began to change. We had to be there for her and support her er at doctor’s appointments, surgical visits, and of course
chemotherapy. He began taking on my mother’s domestic
role to lessen the burden on her. He began to do the food
shopping, clean the house and do the laundry. This was
quite a difference than what I was used to. Seeing my dad
put forth an effort to accept his new responsibilities made
me proud. It showed me the “standard” of woman and men
in society can change. Household chores do not only have
to be associated with women, men are just as capable to
contribute as well.
Gender roles in society have the ability to switch in
drastic situations. My family never expected my mom to
be diagnosed with cancer at such a young age. However,
dad has stepped up tremendously and allowed for changes
with the “standards” of gender role. My mom is currently
idate you and get in the way of your dreams and ambitions.

Daniel Walsh
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Own Who You Are Angelina Daisy
I got the idea for this paper from a story in Lilith, “If
I Were a Man I Wouldn’t be Considered a Slut.” It inspired
me. This girl talks about the thrill she gets when sleeping
with different men. She gives them about two weeks each
and then she is on the next one. She says, “I don’t like boyfriends and if you’re looking for a girlfriend, you have the
wrong girl. Do not fall in love with me.” When people ask
her if she wants a boyfriend and to feel love she responds
with a simple no. “Have one of them tie me down so I can’t
explore the next guy that comes my way? Not happening.
I am boy crazy until they disinterest me or want to be my
boyfriend.”
I’m not going to say I am just like this because I’m
not. I look for love, I want to love and I want to be loved.
Maybe I sleep with a guy too soon and that’s why people
view me as a slut. When you’re intimate with someone, you
want to share all of yourself with them and when the time
is right, I will. I have had plenty of guys in my life, some
whom I have slept with and some which I have not. I don’t
sleep around; I look around, for a guy who can make me
happy and to share my life with. A lot of people look at me
and call me a slut, much which includes some old friends
whom I look at now with disgust that I ever called them a
friend. I’m not a slut, I just know what I want, and in order
people in and date.
I hate when you’re dating, and it might be three
guys, but somehow dating turns from fun and meeting different people to, “you see too many guys, you’re a slut.” Amanda Majowka
Well how am I supposed to meet somebody if I don’t date
is why I have a new guy every couple of months, maybe a
and experience life a little? Dating doesn’t mean you sleep
few weeks here and there. I’m not going to settle for just
with every guy you’re with. Either way, if guys can do it, I
anything and if that means dating around so be it. Dating
can do it, we are all human.

I’m not a slut, I just know what I want, and

depends on how you carry yourself while doing it.
This

with you need to let people in and date.

saying that she’s sleeping around is sort of an accomplishment that is truly amazing. Women shouldn’t feel shame if
I’m not going to say I have “lost” friends due to the
they sleep around, it’s not a “man” thing it’s human nature.
amount of guys I see because I didn’t lose them, I gained
If being a slut means you sleep around, I can name tons of
a better knowledge of people’s true colors. I know ho I
am and I will not change for anybody. One of my old girlfriends told me, “the other girls don’t not like you; they just
don’t like how you jump around from guy to guy, so they
just don’t talk to you anymore.” Pretty much they didn’t
want to associate with me because they thought I was “slutty.” My response to that was, “Own who you are, this is
me. I know who I am and I am not; not a slut. I stay true to
I do like to meet different people and if they start
nor make me happy in any way? I’m not going to, which
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My Own Woman Melissa Maurer
of clothes that all the “pretty” girls in my grade wore, until
that society says a woman has. I’ve never been any good at I realized after a summer of being away from school that
applying make-up, and I don’t even like wearing it. I pre- those clothes and the make-up weren’t me and that I didn’t
enjoy getting up every morning and putting on eyeliner and
clothes most of the time. I can’t cook to save my life and I eye shadow just to play at being this person I wasn’t.
hate wearing high heels. However, I do enjoy sewing, even
I can wear jeans and a tee shirt and feel
if I’m not very good at it, arts and crafts and taking care of
little kids. I like pop music and girl groups, silly romantic more like a girl than I do in a dress because
I feel comfortable in my own skin in those
comedies, “chick lit,” the idea of love and fashion despite
my aversion to shopping. Liking and hating these things
.
clothes and they make me feel
doesn’t make me any less of a woman; it just makes me a
woman on my own terms.
After this I still made several attempts at being “girly,” with
I enjoy being my own woman. I enjoy not having all of them being rather fruitless, until I realized that it was
that this wasn’t me. I realized that I am girly in my
what I like and hating what I hate and just not really caring own right and that wearing cute skirts and make-up doesn’t
all too much if people think it’s weird or abnormal. This have to be a thing that I do. I can wear jeans and a tee shirt
- and feel more like a girl than I do in a dress because I feel
comfortable in my own skin in those clothes and they make
ular” woman, because I do.
.
Over the years, when I still wasn’t okay with my not me feel
being what a girl should be, I made many attempts at trying
to be one. I wore make-up for a year straight and the kind about. It’s about knowing who you are and sticking with
for a woman because your version of a woman is
just as good and probably even better. It’s also
about realizing that each woman is different and
we shouldn’t condemn other women for their differences, but rather embrace them wholeheartedly
because every woman is brilliant and fantastic re-

Svetlana Bagnato
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Not a Girl Sport Suzanne Romano
When I was younger my dad put me into every
sport possible. I played soccer, baseball, ice hockey, football and even BMX bike riding. I loved being able to play
rough with the boys, girls were always too whiney for me.

excuses as well, such as; I would have to get geared up all
by myself because I couldn’t go into the boy’s locker room.
I didn’t care about any of that. I just wanted to play real
football with all my guy friends. I was extremely heart bro-

the only girl who played in the whole school district. Other
teams laughed and made fun, but my boys stuck up for me
knowing that I could play the game, even though I was a
girl. Even other coaches and some fathers would talk down
about letting a girl play. I didn’t mind, I like the attention,
especially since I was getting to do something I loved. It
was always funny seeing the other boys’ expressions when
they had to play against “the team with the girl.” I felt as if
some boys held back and didn’t play to their full potential.
This always bothered me. I wasn’t looking for any special
privileges. I just wanted to play football. I remember one
The quarter back on my team overheard this and passed me
earned it the right way. So the quarter back and I came up
with some plays for me to receive the ball and score. Some
boys were distracted by me playing because they weren’t
sure about how to tackle me. There were other boys who
didn’t hold back at all, or go easy on me just because I was
a girl. And that was the mutual respect that I was looking
for. I wasn’t playing football for the attention or because I
wanted to be “manly.” I was playing because that’s what I
wanted to do and that’s what I enjoyed doing.

I guess that’s all I really wanted in the end,
was to prove to everyone that I could do it,
even if I was a girl.
Seventh grade came along, and it was time for tryalso the coach for the seventh grade team. He told me I
could play as long as I passed the endurance test. He told
me it would be nowhere easy and that I wouldn’t be getting
any special treatment. That was the last thing I wanted.
The catch to this endurance test was that I had to do almost
double of what all the boys had to do. If the boys had to
do twenty push-ups in under a minute, I had to do at least
25. I also had to be able to run a mile in under six and a
half minutes, meanwhile the boys had at least eight minutes to complete it. Overall, I completed and PASSED the
double endurance test. When my coach brought my stats
to the head of the athletic department, I was immediately
shut down. My coach tried to explain to him that I had been

Addie Piazza

ken. I remember being so sad and feeling so left out. After
all the training and hard work I had put into the endurance
test, I was still being told no. My coach was even more
disappointed than I was. He was really sorry that he had put
me through all of that work, thinking that the head of athletics would be okay with it. I wasn’t mad at him because
he had truly believed in me the whole time. He noticed my
potential and gave me the chance to prove myself. I guess
that’s all I really wanted in the end, was to prove to everyone that I could do it, even if I was a girl.

I could handle it. The head of the athletic department went
onto explain that it was against their insurance policy to let
a female play on an all-boys team. He came up with other
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Invisible Skin Hope Summers
When I was ten, remember accidentally bumping
into a classmate who yelled “Ew, as soon as I get home I
borhood where I could be spotted. It was ntt because of a
unique talent, the way I spoke, or because I was doing the
wrong thing, but simply because of the color of my skin. I
had gotten accustomed to being the only black child in my
school and being asked what my parents do for a living, or
having classmates ask me “Why are you brown?” Secretly I
prayed every night that I would wake up and transform into
a white girl with lighter skin and shiny, long, combable hair.
Often I walked into a store, and it felt as if someone’s eyes
were burning through me until I left.

nicity. Instead of mostly just the Abercrombie and Holister,
I saw brands that I never knew existed. Instead of Tiffany
& Co, I saw jewelry name plates. I felt culture shock. A
few steps down the hallway I could hear “nigga” come in
conversations as often as a little one says “uh-oh.” I was
not sure if I was going to be able to do this. I just held my
breath and hoped everything would go well. A week or two
went by and hearing a student curse out a teacher was not
time I was with my own.
Strangely the color of my skin matched those around
not good enough to my own. Soon enough the music that I
listened to, clothes I wore, and shows I watched were seen
as weird to many people. No longer were mall trips to the
stores I liked, but the ones “I should be shopping in.” Before
my ‘girlfriends” came over I would take down posters of
my idols, change the radio station, hide clothes that I loved,
and anything else that would be seen as different. Some of
my favorite possessions were put away in a box that I would
only use with my previous friends.

I was learning that no matter what
materialistic items, or what clothes you wear,
or music you listen to in ratio to your skin
was not important.
In the midst of my teenage years I was desperately

Anonymous

It wasn’t until two and a half months into my sophomore year at Commack High School that I found out I
was moving. Within the next two years, I ended up moving
twice and experienced two different high schools. For the
prejudice hitting me when I stuck out, it was going to hit
would blend in, I actually felt as if I stuck out. I was characterized as “not black enough.” Going to these two high
schools seemed like completely different worlds. While attending these two high schools I learned one of life’s greatest lessons.
High School, I felt like a snowball on a hot stove. Hoping
that I had the right jeans, shoes and handbag, I prayed the
day would pass quickly. I had never seen so many colors
and faces around me. I was amazed by the variety of eth-
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was in a school mixed with many ethnicities, many things
still remained universal among us students. A white’s hand
locked with a black’s resembled love, a tear running down a
Hispanic’s or Muslim’s cheek represented hardships in life,
friends sill gossiped in English or Spanish, and regardless if
it was in a freestyle competition, best dressed, or academics
there was desire to succeed. I was learning that no matter
what materialistic items, or what clothes you wear, or music
you listen to in ratio to your skin was not important. What
does matter is who you are as a human being. It was
the end of my junior year and I felt changed. The color on
my skin did not stick out, or blend in, to me it seemed to become invisible. When I found out I was moving once again
there was something different, but I was prepared this time.
I was now going to John Glenn High School and was not
going to change for anyone, I realized I could try to change
on the outside but deep down I knew I was still going to be
me.
High school is said by many to be the “best years
of your life”. For me I can say it had its ups and downs,
going to three different schools. From attending these three
different high schools, I learned that regardless of what I do
in ratio to my skin color, I will always be me. No one can
change that. To me the color of my skin no longer sticks out
or blends in. to me it is invisible.
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Must Have It Now Christiane Molina
In surveying a myriad of women’s magazines such the advertisement was for. There is never an air of shame
as Cosmopolitan and Vogue, I discovered an array of adver- or embarrassment and in the end, a woman is always imtisements focusing on women’s personal hygiene. Not only pressed with the man’s efforts.
in print, but there are also many televised ads for the same
**In my research, I came across these videos on
products.
In general, all of the ads focused on concealment of
the issue at hand, whether it is menstruation, vaginal infections or special deodorants. First, I must note that aside
from the typical disclaimers regarding things such as Toxic Shock Syndrome and the importance of having a doctor
diagnose any particular conditions, not a single ad voiced
concerns about the basic facts that my biological women arare in these products can be incredibly detrimental to one’s
health. Beyond this, the general overtones regarded covering up the issue. They used models, dressed to perfection,
perfectly made up going on shopping outings, dancing with
friends or doing yoga in white

-

embarrassed, with an awkward expression cowering in
the presence of another group
of women, concerned that she
might be odorous. The mesappearances despite health
issues while encouraging self
diagnosis in an attempt to hide
the problem. There is an air of
shame surrounding women’s
health and despite the progression in women’s liberation,
modern branding and marketing targets women where it
ting weakness show is consid- Drake Carr
ered unattractive. Women must keep it together at all costs.

Modern branding and marketing targets
women where it hits the hardest: shame.
Men’s magazine and television advertisements do
thusiastic male. The ads often feature a somewhat heroic
looking male smiling his head off in a shower, then immediately follow with a shot of a glamorous looking silhouette
of a women laid out on a chaise somewhere, with “come
hither” body language calling the man towards her. Men
can get dirty, and apparently that is supposed to turn women
ways end up garnering the attention of women with “must
have it now” expressions emblazoned across their faces and
bodies. The ads have the same focus, regardless of what
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Women Gamers & How the Gaming Industry Plays Them Rachel Davis
games. They were not just a leisure activity, but an integral factor in developing my social skills and expanding my
imagination. I’ll always like video games, but with the way
female players and characters are treated, I’m not sure if
video games like me.
When purchasing a video game, there are no separate retailers that serve only male or only female gamers
because women buy the same games as men. The most
popular, purchased, and recognized types of games are of
as puzzle, dance, trivia, kid, and exercise video games, but
azine covers, win major industry awards, and are owned by
“hardcore gamers.”
are attractive while antagonists are either sexy vixens or
whores or haggard monsters. In the gaming world there
is this intermingling between lookism and misogyny where
vice versa. For serious gamers who take gaming seriously,
the virtual reality of games and reality itself are blurred so
that the standard and predictably simplistic logic of a video
game’s world travel over like osmosis to the real world
of gamers. The distinction is blurred allowing sexism to go

But by far my least favorite female characters come from
,
, and
, nearly all the female characters wear heels,
and revealing clothing, and have their hair and make-up
perfectly done. How is any person supposed to take a character like this seriously? Their male counterparts wear martial arts uniforms, protective gear, or street clothes. Women
wear the long oriental gowns and game creators expect you
to take these characters as actual competitors knowing that
ing.

Lookism and misogyny intermingling in
gaming culture stems from the video game
itself, and is later reinforced by gamers
confusing the world of video games with
acceptable behavior in reality.
The world of video gaming reduces the complexity
of gender roles for women to either Madonna or whore.
Whether a character is a Madonna or a whore, she is most
ner” because she often is not a playable character and if
she is her strengths are not equal to or differ from her male
partner. If a female character is the protagonist, nine times
out of ten she will have a fellow male protagonist (so the
plices, or a male love interest. It is also unlikely for there
to be a primary female protagonist and a primary female
antagonist in the same game. A notable exception would be
the popular and critically acclaimed
series, but this
gent computer named GLaDOS – not a real woman (then
again, she is therefore neither a hag nor a sexy vixen, so that

before one even
Lookism and misogyny intermingling in gaming
culture stems from the video game itself, and is later reinforced by gamers confusing the world of video games
with acceptable behavior in reality. It is said that each person forms their initial opinion and reaction of another after
seeing them a few seconds. The female characters in video
games are all the proof I need. A few notable examples follow. Princess Peach from the
series, with her large
blue eyes, long gold hair, long pink dress, and her high- female protagonists from popular action games are Princess Zelda from
schoolgirl archetype. Her only role in the
series is to from the
series, and Juliet Starling from
be rescued and give her rescuer a chaste kiss on the cheek pop Chainsaw. In Juliet Starling’s case, she is the only playat the end of the game. Princess Peach is the epitome dam- able protagonist, but she is a Valley Girl skimpily clad high
sel-in-distress plot device that is often mocked by the
gaming community. Jill Valentine from the
about her weight while shredding zombies with a chainsaw.
series is a tragic case. She went from short haired, profesfemale portrayals in video games, but I never feel like the
skimpily clad undercover cop assigned as a stripper to her joke is on sexism as it is allowing men to laugh at these
current appearance as a longhaired bleached blonde villain- stereotypes without actually challenging them. All of this is
ess in a skintight black bodysuit. I can understand changing progress, but baby steps aren’t enough in the fast electronic
her allegiance for plot purposes, but Jill was brainwashed age. When the majority of female video game characters
into becoming a villain, so why did the creators change her
appearance so drastically? From a respectable looking, pro- vixen, whore, and male-character-in-an-unrealistically-proportioned-female-body while also not serving as necessary
sexy villainess whose appearance downgraded her into an plot points or have any real character development – basiobject of lust and diminished the strength of her character.
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can female characters blossom?
This is part of a wider, older problem. To be truthful,
male characters in video games also embody certain stereotypes and perpetuate the ideas of machismo and compulsory
heterosexism. Discrimination towards women has always
existed in other art forms, whether in the works themselves
or towards women creating art. The arts--as I consider video
games an art form-- have a long history of devaluing women and it is never right. Video games, however, are the only
recent art form to appear after Second-Wave feminism. The
gaming community should then know better as most of the
creators and players of video games were raised and taught
in a society that accepts women are human too. The gaming
community should act as well as think this way, but it does
not because the gaming world is controlled by and catered
towards men.
Misogyny and sexism in video games is nothing
new, but now it has come to a point where gamers will
come together to demean, name call, and harass another for
trying to shed light on video game misogyny. Women are
not gamers, or at least unequal to their male counterparts in
both the games themselves and the gaming community. The

expense of my self-respect. The women who do play video
games with strangers online are brave in a way I’m not.
These sexist gamers both fuel and are fueled by the games
the gaming industry creates. Female characters are with few
ter’s plot integration and character development stem from
she’s a woman or because they are not the “average woman”. It’s a double-edged sword of sexism and both ends are

As a female gamer, it is assumed I will relate
to or even aspire to be a female character
because she represents my gender. That’s
neither realistic nor fair.
Each subculture is like its own funhouse mirror rereally looks like. The gaming subculture, as with those of
own culture at large. It’s not fair to say that video games
themselves project sexist images, machismo ideals, and unrealistic social schemas because video games are a part of
our culture and this discrimination is a cultural failing. We
shouldn’t scapegoat video games because it will take our attention away from the bigger picture of sexism. And what is
the big picture? The problem is that women gamers have to
compete with their virtual counterparts. As a female gamer,
it is assumed I will relate to or even aspire to be a female
character because she represents my gender. That’s neither
the female characters trying to have me question my conthe thing about video games is that you can always continue
playing until you win. That is exactly what female gamers
and I are going to do.

Tori Miller

kind of treatment women gamers receive from the loud minority of misogynistic players keeps me away from online
gaming, limiting my gaming experience. I want to be more
involved in the larger gaming world, but not at the possible
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Gamers Against Bigotry Cassie Carl
“Are you a girl? If so, can I see your tits?” This com- campaign to change the portrayal of women in video games.
ment, and others of its sort, is documented for all to read Her efforts landed her more than $150,000 in donations
on fatuglyorslutty.com. Browsing through the archives, you
hack her online accounts, personal threats, Internet games
Live, a world in which “u” is an acceptable replacement that allowed players to beat her to death, and doctored porThese actions against Sarkeesian are the weapons of those
The website offers a lighter take on the intolerant world of who oppose what would shortly become an activist group,
- and unfortunately, automatic reactions of the “small group”
Sarkeesian believes fears change in the gaming industry.
mann began an organization called Gamers Against Bigotry
reality is these comments can hurt gamers, and deter many
from playing online, or force them to remove anything in- sian was targeted. GAB’s mission is simple—form a comnity’s duty to stand against online chauvinism and create a In effort to make a positive impact, and to create a comfriendly environment.
munity that is welcoming to all, I pledge to not use bigoted
While multiplayer and networked gaming have been language while gaming, online and otherwise.
around since the early 1970s, the online gaming world as —Gamers Against Bigotry, “Gamers Against Bigotry
we know it began in 2002 when Microsoft launched their Pledge”
Xbox Live service; two years later, Blizzard Entertainment
released World of Warcraft, the most popular MMORPG that swearing while playing can be a natural stress relief,
and that trash talking with your friends can be half the fun;
he aims to stop
a major change in focus, with online collaborative multiHis efforts preserve the fun of smack talking during online
between Xbox Live and the Playstation Nework, there are sessions, while remaining sensitive to the intolerance perwell over 100 million gamers playing online. These impres- petrated every day. GAB encourages those who sign the
sive numbers are not, as frequently stereotyped, exclusive- pledge to spread the message to other gamers, contact game
ly male social rejects in their mother’s basements, gorged developers, and educate the worst offenders.
men and women, old and young. The text and voice chats
in multiplayer games gives birth to our issue. As you run
through a game, usernames and icons represent your fellow
gamers. It becomes easy to forget that there are real people
attached to their characters, an actual person holding a controller in front of a television screen. Add to that the feeling
of anonymity—the idea that these people will never see or
talk to you again, have no idea who you are or where you
live—and already we can see how many gamers descend
into harassing other players. Then, with the high-pressure
situations games can create, you have a breeding ground for
ing racial or ethnic groups, women, or sexual orientations.
After a Cross Assault video game tournament, my
eyes were opened to just how widespread the issue is. Competitor Miranda Pakozdi, the only woman on her team,
faced harassment from her coach and repeated questions
about her bra size; the team webcam would typically focus
on her chest and legs. Pakozdi later overheard her coach

As you run through a game, usernames
and icons represent your fellow gamers. It
becomes easy to forget that there are real
people attached to their characters, an
actual person holding a controller in
front of a television screen.
with resistance, much like Sarkeesian. Days after he began
Gamers Against Bigotry, the site was attacked by hackers
who wiped his database of pledges, overloaded the site’s
nographic images on the site, and went as far as taking
perceived freedom of speech, and would remove an integral
part of the gaming experience. The irony here is two-fold;
outlawed in the Code of Conduct users agree to when they

community’” and quit the tournament. In response to Pa- points out in an interview, freedom of speech does not prokozdi’s and her own experiences, Anita Sarkeesian began a tect against hateful language. “This idea of ‘freedom of
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Heather Thurm

speech’ is a bit of an urban legend that is perpetuated when
it’s convenient. Would you be free to walk into a grocery
store and start yelling,’I love killing niggers because the
only good nigger is a dead nigger?’ (That’s a direct quote

dom match, and play with someone who enjoys the game
as much as I do. Gaming online can connect you to people
you would have otherwise never have met, who share your
interests, or are just plain fun to play with. In fear of how
other gamers may treat me because I am a girl, I often stick
to matches with only people I know. I should not be deIn short, he—and those who support GAB—do not prived of the online experience or forced to hide who I am.
believe there is any excuse or defense for bigoted language,
no matter the resistance from hacker groups.
GAB pledge, and sent it to many of my gamer friends. A
Though a gamer myself, I have luckily been shel- great deal of these problems can be fought with just that;
tered from some of the worst comments. However, I partially attribute this to my only joining the PlayStation Network they
one year ago, and my preference of single-player games.
voice—I have received my fair share of sexist messages,
the most popular being the old gaming adage, “tits or gtfo.”
I make no secret of my love for video games, and the overall
gaming community; I have spent the last six years running
a video game fansite with close to 55000 members, where I
have met people I now consider some of my closest friends.
But seeing the treatment of minority groups online—partic-

and hateful language is a natural part of the gaming experience will take a large effort, but organizations like GAB
onto the PlayStation Network and not be asked for nudes. It
is a pretty simple request. It’s about time people listened.

could be one of the most immersive forms of entertainment
today.
The fact of the matter is, those quick comments you
throw out over Call of Duty matches actually hurt people.
-
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Enough Courtney Cook
There are many things that go on in everyday life that go er? How will you prove that your husband is abusing you to the
by unnoticed because nobody does anything about them. Movies courts? Will he come after you and make sure you never see
help show some of the things that go on in the world and how your child again? These are all the questions that Slim had to ask
herself when making her decision to leave her husband. The husmovie that shows domestic abuse, husbands abusing their wives, band in the movie makes all the money and provides everything
is the movie Enough.
in Slim’s life, without him she would literally have nothing left.
Enough is the story of a young woman, Slim, with a bro- This is making them unbalanced as a couple, since he is the one
it seemed like this was her fairytale, her happily ever after. She
had a loving husband, a beautiful home and then they had an adorable baby girl. Life was good for a while, they had a routine; he
worked, she took care of their child and home. Then things started to change on her; her husband started working late and became
the woman whom her husband is having an affair with.

This movie should give women hope and
motivation to make the most out of their
lives and not let a man ruin that for them.
When she confronts her husband he doesn’t deny it, in fact he
embraces this moment, for now they don’t have any secrets about
this anymore and now he can stop lying about working late and
and now they become physical, he starts to hit her. Now that she
is afraid for her life she runs away from him with their daughter.
When she runs away she needs to go under a new identity and
stay in an unknown location because he is

out a way to survive without him. This is a problem because there
are thousands of women out there in this same situation and they
aren’t taking the steps they need to, to get out of it. It is getting
slowly better as the years go on, especially as the economy gets
worse; there are less housewives that completely depend on their
husbands. Women who have a job and help support the house
share some of the burden in the house and their husbands will
respect them more and most likely not take advantage of them.
This movie makes relationships look old school. It shows
the man being in charge of the money, home, wife and child. It
makes the women completely dependent on the man even when
he is unfaithful and starts to beat her. The movie starts to make a
turn when Slim is fed up with her husband and knows she doesn’t
deserve the way he is treating her. She gets away from him and
starts a brand new life with her daughter from scratch. She gets a
job and creates a life and provides a roof and food for her daughter. She gets her life back on track; however, she knows it can’t
last forever as long as her husband is still out there looking for
for herself and she learns how to

after learning how to defend herself so she

goes after her husband she is able
to defend herself when he tries to
the only way she knows it will end. She
hit her again and she wins the ulends up killing him in self-defense in his
timate battle. Now, obviously, any
home.
woman who has an abusive probNow obviously, this movie is dralem shouldn’t run off and learn how
matized for Hollywood entertainment,
to properly kill their husband like
however, there are thousands of women
Slim did but these women need to
who are being abused by their husbands or
know there is a way to start a new
life. This movie should give woming out for any help. Some women are so
en hope and motivation to make the
afraid to seek out help against their husmost out of their lives and not let a
bands because of all the power they hold
man ruin that for them.
over them. It’s sad to know that women
Relationships need to be equal
are trapped inside their lives by their husbetween men and women. One canbands who continue to beat and emotionnot have more power over the other,
ally damage them everyday. Some of the
the more equality, the more you will
problem may be that some may not know
respect each other. Neither will be
that there is help out there for them. It
able to take the other for granted or
should be more well known that women
hold anything over the others head.
who are being abused by their husbands
Obviously, you also should make
can seek help, whether it’s through a hot Matt Terracciano
sure you know the person before
line, a court house or a simple 911 call. Slim went to the police you marry and start a life with them. Sometimes people change
to see what could be done, however, she was still afraid to do in life and become someone you would never expect and when
anything about it because she knew that her husband had enough that happens women should know that there is help out there and
money and connections to get himself out of any trouble.
they are not going to be stuck in hell forever.
Once kids are involved the situation automatically gets
even trickier, is it safe to leave the child alone with the abus-
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Sex and the City Grace O’Connell
having her as an employee but he suggests that it would be best if
by Darren Star produced by HBO. This series shows four single she were a partner with another male. He thinks that the other men
would be more comfortable if she was working next to a man.
Samantha is very offended by this because she knows that she
- would be more than capable being on her own managing different
hotels and publications. Richard’s excuse for this, is that women
- are more “emotional.” He’s a prime example of the typical male
an who has promiscuous sex with many different men. Charlotte in our society; these misogynistic types of men think women can’t
handle the pressure of being in a business.
After Samantha’s meeting, she goes to lunch with the rest
of the girls and tells them what happened. They explain how it’s
so typical for a man not to hire a woman, just because they think
they’re too “emotional.” This is the male’s way of putting women
down. The girls describe how if a male gets angry at a meeting
he’s a strong ‘pistol” but if a woman gets angry she’s “emotional.”
Charlotte explains how she cried one time, with the 10 years at her
art gallery and ever since that time everyone has been so careful
around her, always thinking she was going to cry over everything.
Just because women have an easier time showing their emotions,
doesn’t mean we can’t do the same jobs that men do.
Eventually Samantha goes back for her second meeting,
pletely astonished and wants to hear the reason why, thinking that
it’s only because she’s a woman. Richard explains that he found
out she had sex with one of his architects and doesn’t want to deal
with the complications of that. She pleads that it was a very long
Anonymous
time ago and her personal life shouldn’t affect anything workwise. Richard doesn’t seem to care, and that’s when Samantha
completely tells him off and explains how if she were a man, they
is a successful lawyer who is the most masculine and always has would be having a scotch, and he would be giving her a key to a
a cynical view on most relationships with men.
Each of the four women has very different views on rela- runs after her but she got into the elevator just in time and starts
tionships with men. Carrie seems to be somewhere in the middle; hysterically crying. The next day Richard called her and told her
she believes that everyone has a soul mate but her on and off rela- he was impressed by how she stood up for herself; then he hired
her.

It’s interesting to watch these women turn
woman, who has sex like typical men do, and sees it as merethe tables and have their own
ly an enjoyable activity; she never lets emotions get involved.
Charlotte is the hopeless romantic who enjoys a nice gentleman
independence, money, and power.
and a candlelit dinner over anything else. She believes that her
prince charming awaits her with a horse and buggy. Miranda is the
Samantha’s my favorite character because she isn’t afraid
stressed lawyer who has a strong opinion about everything. Her to speak what’s on her mind. I see myself being independent and
soft side never comes out until she gets pregnant unintentionally strong like she is. As women, we can’t be muzzled and controlled
from a hook up with an ex called Steve (played by David Eigen- by men. We are just as strong and capable of taking action as men
do.
A study in Time magazine showed that for every 77 cents
ovary so it was very unlikely for them to conceive a baby.
Each of these women has a somewhat different outlook a female earns, a male earns a dollar. I personally think women
on men, but they all agree on one thing, that we live in an andro- should be making more than men. We do so much and we should
centric society. In almost every episode, these men in the city look be recognized for it. I think this double standard needs to end.
down upon women, so it’s interesting to watch these women turn Women have so many more options and opportunities than we
the tables and have their own independence, money, and power. used to and it’s time for us to truly evolve. There still hasn’t been
It’s also essential to see how central their friendship with each a woman president and until that day comes, I can’t give up on the
idea that women can take over “a man’s world.” Hopefully one
other is to their lives.
In one particular episode, season 4 episode 10, the girls discuss day we will be treated as equals in the work force, politics, our
how there’s a double standard in this world, especially in the work home life, and mostly importantly in everyday society.
environment. Samatha Jones has an interview for a public rela-
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College ACB Courtney McCormack
Last year I was introduced to a website called ColThis website allowed students from
States to post anonymous gossip, rumors and discussions about people and
college-related activities. The purpose
of College ACB was to create an environment that allowed students to “vent,
rant, and talk to college peers free from
social constraints.” Its aim was simply to allow students to discuss subjects
that were otherwise seen as being “taboo.” However, such discussions and
rants stimulated a hateful environment,
causing an array of students to be humiliated and disrespected. At some big
of Michigan, which my friend attends,
the website served as a breeding ground
for fraternity associated males to bash
on their female peers about everything James Johnston
from their looks and weight to intimate moments they had
shared with them. This in turn, caused direct mental harm
to their female peers.
My friend in Michigan was not part of a sorority
nor was she referenced on College ACB, but she informed
me that it was a “normal” occurrence to be mentioned. In
Michigan, Greek Life is dominate because it makes such a
large school so much smaller. As I sat down with her, she
showed me some of the posts written – an overwhelming
majority about girls. She was especially upset about a post
about one of her friends that had some terrible outcomes.

The Internet has become a breeding
ground for hatred and libel, sadly targeting
girls most of the time.

Her friend was a normal attractive girl. However some
made comments about her weight, which in turn sparked an
eating disorder. Within two months, she had lost 25 pounds
– please keep in mind that she was a normal sized girl, not
remotely overweight. Why did one anonymous post fuel
replies of boys and even other girls bashing on her weight as
such an interest on behalf of her peers pertaining to her personal weight. My friend informed me that she had broken
up with her boyfriend and that he had his entire fraternity
plague College ACB with demeaning rude posts about her
– such an action that had terrible consequences. The girl
dropped out of Michigan and was forced to enter an eating
rehabilitation center – all because of one post fueled by hatred and resentment.
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It is truly sad to see that a beautiful girl was so affected by a group of boys’ inconsiderate and offensive
words. However, such cases are
more frequent than not. The Internet has become a breeding ground
for hatred and libel, sadly targeting
girls most of the time. From Facebook posts about fellow college
classmates to boys explicitly starting group messages about certain
“intimate” moments – the respect
boys show towards girls has greatly diminished. I chose to ask my
such behavior necessary and more
ACB post. Derek responded that
they do not think that they’re doing anything wrong but rather just
being “bros.” He also said that the
girl “overreacted” and she should
have “gotten over it” because it
was “no big deal.” I also asked him if he had part taken
in such group activities and his response was, “well yeah,
I mean, girls ask for it sometimes.” In my eyes, Derek is
one of the sweetest guys I know, but yet the responses I
der, if a sweet boy like Derek is part of such disrespectful
acts, what do those who are not so sweet think about such
actions?
I occasionally would go back to read College ACB
out of curiosity. The posts were offensive and then escalated to involving concepts of race and ethnicities – I thought
it was going too far. Thankfully, College ACB shut down
in October 2011. The harm this website did to girls was
simply uncalled for and unnecessary; it was a mere display
of male dominance over female mentality. I do not believe
that any girl must endure the humiliation induced by such
posts. Although I support voicing one’s opinion, I do not
support the act of bashing a fellow classmate regardless of
their appearance, ethnicity or religion. Sadly, through College ACB the victim fell to be a girl a majority of the time.
A girl who is in some of the most formable years of her
life who instead of focusing on her career and future has
was having to face [with] horrible slander and humility by
male counterparts. I have noticed such trends not just at
big campuses, but smaller, more communal ones as well. I
believe that such gender issues must be acted upon because
this goes beyond the scope of being merely treated badly by
the opposite sex, but being mentally abused as well.
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Lady in Blue Shannon Malone
For most of my life I have wanted to become a detective. I think it all started when I was young. My family and
I would gather around the television and watch “Law and
Order.” What was so appealing to me was that being a poeveryday for roll call not knowing what the day will bring.

es, the police department is quasi-military meaning that the
Armed Forces and the police academy have very similar
structures. For a long time I have considered joining the
military. I even took the ASVAB placement test and scored
-

my head, however part of what is holding me back has a lot
to do with gender and I don’t even think I’ve ever said that
the job just as well, if not better than a man. However, not out loud before.
everyone was so supportive of my career choice.
Sexual harassment is very common in the Armed
Forces, though no representative will admit that. It also
and harass whom ever. So, few women report misconduct
proper proof of evidence for that matter, can get you thrown
My gender may make my career choices more difwill always be a beautiful, independent woman whether I
am wearing a police uniform or a gown.

Image via rubybgold (Flikr.com)

too petite to be able to handle my own”, or that “No one
will feel safe when they call the cops and see a little girl like
lingering self doubt. However, as the years went by and I
began attending school with a major in Criminal Justice, I
realized that if I doubt myself simply because of my gender,
then I am already an awful cop before I even began my caIf she made it through the academy in the 1970’s and proved
herself to be just as capable as the men in her squad, I can do
it too.

I will always be a beautiful, independent
woman whether I am wearing a police
uniform or a gown.
favor, but because of this there will always be a sense of
inequality. Male cops don’t seem to trust female cops as
much because we get extra points on the written exam. But,
females still need to pass the same physical agility test as
men and are just as well trained. So in theory, there should
be no stigma with being a female cop. However, there will
always be some that use your femininity against you.
As I learned in some of my criminal justice class-
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Gender Bias at Chili’s Ashley Martine
Working in a restaurant I have learned many things,
Our work environment has been better recently, but
one of which being that although males are out numbered that is because we got rid of a male manager and received a
they are treated much better than the female workers. I female in his place. He was a younger decent looking manwork at Chili’s Bar and Grill as a hostess. There are seven ager who took advantage of the fact that he was in charge.
of being a host at Chili’s involves rolling silverware early
in the morning and late at night. Although all the hosts are
supposed to do their part in rolling silverware it is always
the females that get stuck with these shifts. The two guys
ing the “heavy labor,” which isn’t much labor at all. The female hosts have talked to the managers about this and have
gotten every excuse in the book. Most of the time they tell
us that the boys roll too slowly and are too sloppy, but why
should we suffer because they are lazy?
It is the same problem for the servers working at
money making shifts at night and on the weekends. The
shifts that makes the most money are bartending shifts, and
although it is supposed to be fair game to all it is usually
the males that get lucky. At the end of the night all Chili’s
employees are supposed to have a job assigned to them to
keep the kitchen running clean and smooth before we leave.
The males get away with not doing it more often than not
because they “don’t know how to clean” as well as a
woman.

better money making shifts at night and on
the weekends.
feel uncomfortable. When I worked with him he used to
make comments such as “stop looking at me Ashley, I know
you want me but you have a boyfriend.” I wasn’t the only
one he talked to like this, it was done to most of the other
female employees. He was transferred to another Chili’s
because he got caught texting a female employee. Her husband found the messages and called corporate, who immediately took him out of our restaurant. He did not lose his
job or even get into any trouble because of this. They just
moved him and pretended like it didn’t happen. I believe
that if it was the other way around a female manager was
texting a male employee she would not receive the same
lenient treatment. It just shows that although we live in a
society that is working on equal treatment for both males
and females, we still have a way to go. Chili’s is not a bad
place to work, it is just stuck in the mindset of males being
harder workers than females, as most work places are.

Miranda Waterman
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Sexual Harassment: I Never Thought I Would’ve Been a Victim Joey DeFalco
Handy Pantry near my house. A married coule ran the three months away. These comments from her, plus what
store and employed a handful of people. This was a small- I was hearing from co-workers, only increased over time.
er non-corporate store. Everyone who worked there pretty
the subject or would try and seem not interested. But it just
much saw each other every day they worked.
continued. My assistant manager at the time had noticed
that something was going on with the way that Michelle
was treating me and decided to ask me about it. I told him
but I didn’t tell him the entire story in fear that she would
wind up getting into trouble or possibly losing her job. Now
everyone except for her husband, my boss Lenny, knew
something about this situation. After that talk with my manager I noticed things had changed, she no longer came on to
me, and she was mean in fact, at times. A couple of weeks
simply did not need me anymore. I had worked there for allike my manager had confronted her and she got scared and
decided to just get rid of me.

try and change the subject or would try and
seem not interested.

Michael Demarco

I had learned all about sexual harassment and gender
policies way before I had this job, but never thought that
I would have been a victim because I was male. It really
opened my eyes to realize that sexual harassment can’t be
limited to one gender.

Needless to say, we all got pretty close. Throughout my
working career I had heard about sexual harassment and no
touching policies between opposite gender co-workers, but
generally thought it was pretty one-sided about who that
sexual harassment was going to come from. A man sexually
harassing a woman was what I felt was always implied and
I never really thought of it happening the other way around.
When I was 17, Michelle, the wife and co-owner of the store
with my other boss Lenny started to act differently towards
me. I had been working there for over two years so we’d
had chances to get closer and build a friendship, but this
seemed a little different than a normal friendship, especially
between a boss and employee, where one was 17 and the
other 35. It started with my giving her little compliments
here and there, seeing as she had vented to me a little about
some of her problems, and I thought I’d be nice, meaning
nothing more. Not too long after I made these compliments,
I began to hear from co-workers that Michelle was saying
she thought I had a crush on her. Then when we worked
together conversation between the both of us turned to a
ally knew that this was going on was when she asked me
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Refurbishing Tools and Misconceptions Liz Morell
I was sixteen years old. My parents were constantly all black, plying away at the dirty tools, and stand there in
bugging me about learning responsibilities, and getting a shock, amazed that a girl was rebuilding their tools. Many
times when I would hand them their tools, they would test
them out right in front of me. It was like they were expecthardware store where my father sold appliances needed a ing them not to work because I made them instead of some
macho man. It was incashier, and hired me
sulting but I loved
right away being that
proving them wrong.
I was my father’s
Eventually
this
daughter. It was not
became something I
exactly glamorous. It
learned to deal with.
was dirty, and loud.
I learned that even
But it was a job, and
in today’s society,
with the economy
people will underesbeing so bad, I was
timate your skill in
thankful to have it.
different
positions
I am an exbased on your gentreme girly girl.
der. But working in a
Working in a store
man’s
store, made me
that sells tools, paint,
a stronger person. It
and gardening equipmade me realize that
ment, was something
being a women does
not make me any less
some getting used
capable of doing a
too. Learning to be
“man’s” job than a
a cashier was some- Cory Gardner
thing that came pretty naturally to me. I have always been man. I was proud to do what I did, and would not trade that
swift, and good with math so I had no trouble at all picking experience in for the world. I gained a lot of respect, and I
it up. It was the customers that had to get used to the idea hope that other women realize that they are just as capable
of asking a little blonde teenage girl for assistance with their to succeed in the workforce as any man.
tools.

People would see me, hands all black,
plying away at the dirty tools, and stand
there in shock, amazed that a girl was
rebuilding their tools.
Along with being a cashier, I also had the job of
working the customer service counter, and assisting customers in the right direction. The majority of the customers
we had at the hardware store were middle aged men. The
“Is there someone who can help me with something?” or
insulted by these remarks. I knew it was because I was a
female that they did not want assistance from me. It was
very frustrating because I had the same training as anyone
else in the store, male or female. But customers just could
not get past my gender.
At my store we refurbished tools that no longer
worked, and exchanged the refurbished ones for broken
ones. All of the refurbishing was done at customer service,
therefore, it was my responsibility. I would do it right at
the counter for anyone to see. People would see me, hands
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A Tough Sell Anonymous
When I graduated from high school I had no idea from high school, I was asked to come into the President’s
what I wanted to do with my life. I knew that I was going to
class I hired for myself and he was extremely pleased with
not know what kind of career I wanted to pursue. Once I how well I was doing but we do not hire women brokers
began classes, I started slacking immediately. I had no extra
money to do anything recreational and that was driving me
crazy. I was living in the greatest city in the world and had
no money to do anything. School took the back burner to sistants to the brokers or administrative secretaries. There
to actually enjoy the city. It was not long before I found and what I know now was that they were all men. I was
a posting in The Village Voice for a training program at a making more money than I could ever hope for so I decided
not to ask any questions about it and made it seem like I did
not care and that I did not want to rock the boat. They told
be like. I wanted to live a very fast life style and have the me that I could not tell her that she could no longer train
potential to make tons of money.
because she was a women so I made something up about
her not being productive enough on the phone to get the job
I was doing and she said she was willing to work just as
hard to get herself to the point I was at in my career. I felt
extremely bad for her but I was not willing to risk my job to
stick up for her.
It started to bother me after she left all upset so I began to reach out to some of the others guys I knew at other
that did not hire women brokers even though they would
never admit it for legal reasons but there were many others that welcomed women into their training programs with
open arms. One of my good friends worked at one of these

Andrew Leone

day week and at the end I was handed a check for three
hundred dollars and I was responsible for paying my own
taxes at the end of the year. Most of my friends thought I
nothing. What I tried to explain to them is that at the end of
six months I could take the Series 7 Stock Broker Licensing
Exam and, if I passed, my earning potential would be lim-

about to start in about a week. I asked if he could do me a
favor and consider hiring the girl I had to let go and he told
me no problem. When I called to tell her, she was extremely
grateful that I did all I could to help her get a start somewhere in the industry. She said she had no hard feelings and
I wished her the best of luck trying to get her career and life
off the ground.

There were about two hundred brokers that
was that they were all men.

and toughest selling brokers on Wall Street get away. I had
read and studied it every free second I had for the entire six
months I was training.
me about the girl I sent him about a year ago. He went on
ing was complete and scored the highest out of any of the take the exam after three months and not the usual six. She
passed with an extremely high score and was turning out
ing stock as a licensed SEC stock broker. Now that I was was thrilled because she trained under him so he was paid
making money for myself as opposed to making it for the an override on her commission. Last time I heard she was
ever had before in my life. It took about a year before I
hiring my own trainees and the sky was the limit.
hire women brokers but, after learning what this women was
When one of these trainees I hired was a girl I knew accomplishing, I think they should change their minds.
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HOW HAS THE WOMEN’S MOVEMENT EFFECTED YOUR LIFE?
Laura Owen
The women’s movement has allowed me to pursue many different avenues throughout my life. Because
ago would not have been allowed. I spent several years working as a Realtor in Montana and I can say,
that the “good ol’ boys” did not look kindly on a young girl who was trying to make a living doing what
they did. I could not possibly have what it took to be a successful Realtor. But, I took it as a challenge
and pushed forward anyway. And, when I succeeded, I made it clear to them that they should embrace
young, hard-working women, not run from them or feel threatened by them. After a few years, I decidfeelings and made a transition to health care. It is the battles that women before me have won that has
years ago, I would only be a young mother and wife at this point
Amanda Besser
The Women’s Movement has changed my life in so many ways and I could not be more thankful for
it. Thanks to the Women’s Movement I do not have to settle with only being a house wife and mother
nurse, and if I ever choose to work another career I am more than welcomed to do so. I can help my
they are able to do careers that where once unheard of for women to do.

Dana White
My mother had always been a stay at home mom. Because of the women’s movement she had the
option of going to work. When my brother and I started going to school, my mother decided to get a job
in the school to be there for us. She started as a Para in a Special Ed classroom. She needed the money
to help support the family even though it was minimum wage, it gave her a feeling of self worth while
still being there for us. I followed in my mothers foot steps when my children became school age. I
have worked as a teachers aid for autistic children in schools for the past 14 years. I am now going back
to college after 21 years to become an Occupational Therapist. The womens movement made that a
possibility for me.

Carl Zanetti
The women’s movement has effected my life in a lot of ways. When I was deployed to Afghanistan, a
few of my co-workers were female. Before the women’s movement, the only position in the military
that allowed females would be a nurse. The females I worked with carried M16’s and lifted heavy objects. Also another way it has effected my life is my job now. I work for a valve producing company that
works with thousands of pounds of steel materials on a daily basis. There are a couple of females that
would not be making the same money.
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Taralyn Partiss
Growing up a Caucasian woman I did not have exposure to “ism’s” until I went to work in an all male
staffed department at a local hospital. I worked with 22 men. 21 of those men either treated me like a
sexual harassment.
From day one when I was kneeled down changing the copier paper I was told “I like a woman on her
knees.” I could not believe what I was hearing. It got progressively worse. Every day I would hear
comments like “you’re a woman – you’re used to getting coffee” and “Could you pick up my dry cleanwomen, me in particular, and sexual innuendos.
Why did I stay you ask? I was a single Mom with 2 small kids. Even though I did not have a college demyself for my family. In the end this was a detriment to my children as I suffered from headaches and
low self-esteem. I was targeted because I am a woman. This man believed that women were inferior
to men. I saw how he spoke to me, his wife, even women employees of other departments. He grew in
lenge him. I NEVER saw him speak to any man in a derogatory manner.
I am happy to report that I have been working for a large corporation for the past 14w years with no such
issues. Behavior like that would never be tolerated where I work now.

Image via Clutchmagonline.com
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HELPFUL PHONE NUMBERS
ABUSE

Brighter Tomorrow’s (shelter) 395-1800
Suffolk County Coalition
Against Domestic Violence 666-8833
Retreat: Domestic Violence Services 329-2200
To Report Child Abuse 1-800-342-3720
Victim’s Information Bureau Of Suffolk 360-3606

CHILD DEVELOPMENT/CARE

Association for the Help of Retarded Children 585-0100
Child Care Council of Suffolk, Inc. 462-0303
Cornell Cooperative Extension
Parenting Resources 727-7850

COUNSELING SERVICES/MENTAL HEALTH

Alternatives/East End Counseling Project 283-4440
Family Counseling Services (Hamptons) 288-1954
Family Service League (Huntington) 427-3700
FEGS L.I. Call Center 516-496-7550
Smithtown Ministries 736-4800
Pederson-Krag Mental Center 920-8000
YMCA Family Services
Bayshore: 665-1173
Ronkonkoma: 580-7777
Centereach: 588-0237

DRUG/ALCOHOL

Alcoholics Anonymous 654-1150
Alternatives Counseling 369-1200
Phoenix House 1-800-DRUG-HELP
Catholic Charities Mental Health Services 654-1919
Suffolk County Division of Alcohol and
Substance Abuse 853-8500

EMPLOYMENT

Suffolk County Department of Labor 853-6600

HOTLINES
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard of Long Island

665-3700
(Weekdays 7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. )
National Runaway Safeline 1-800-786-2929
Responses Crisis Hotline 751-7500
Long Island Association for Aids Care 385-2451

LEGAL

Nassau-Suffolk Law Services (Civil Law) 232-2400
Legal Referral Service
Suffolk County Bar Association 234-5577

SPANISH SPEAKING INFORMATION
SIDA 1-800-233-7432

WOMEN’S CENTERS
698-2074
Dress for Success-Brookhaven 451-9127
Suffolk County Women’s Services (Hauppauge)
853-8284
Women’s Center of Huntington 549-0485

YOUTH SERVICE

Babylon Youth Bureau 422-7660
Big Brothers/Big Sisters (Hauppauge) 273-1469
Brookhaven Youth Bureau (Farmingville) 451-8011
Smithtown Youth Bureau 360-7595

